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PRELIMI^TARY REPORT ON THE leGUISTIC CLASSI-

FICATION OF ALGONQUIAN TRIBES

By Truman Michelson

INTRODUCTION

In order to determine the linguistic classification of the Algonquian

tribes, the wTiter visited in the season of 1910 the Piegan of Mon-
tana, the Northern Cheyenne of Montana, the Northern Arapahn
of Wyoming, the Menominee of Wisconsin, and the Micmac of Resti-

gouche, P. Q., Canada. Later in the year the Ojibwa of White
Earth (Minnesota) sent a delegation to Washington, and the occasion

was utilizetl to procure a few grammatical notes from them. During
the season of 1911 he visited the Fox of Iowa, and the Sauk, Kicka-

poo, and Shawnee of Oklahoma. In the winter of 191 1-12 he spent a

few weeks at the nonreservation school at Carlisle, Pa., and there had

an opportunity to obtain some notes on Northern Arapaho, the Cree

of Fort Totten (listed officially as Turtle Mountain Chippewa),

Menominee, Sauk, Ojibwa, Ottawa, Potawatomi, and Abnaki. The
results of the field work of 1911 and 1912 could be incorporated only

in the proof-sheets of the present paper. For some Algonquian
languages dependence has also been placed on the unpublished

material of the Bureau, some manuscripts of the late Dr. William

Jones (for Kickapoo) and of Mr. W. Mecliling (for Malecite) , and the

published material. Prof. A. L. Kroeber verj^ kindly furnished some
of his Arapalio texts to supplement those of the writer. Prof. J.

Dyneley Prince generously oflfered the use of his collection of conso-

nantic clusters in Passamaquoddj^ and Abnaki. Owing to unforeseen

circumstances these can not be published here, but they have been of

assistance in determining the general character of Eastern Algon-
quian, and his helpfulness is appreciated. Thanks are due also to

Dr. Robert H. Lowie, of the American Museum of Natural History,

for the privdege of using some Northern Blackfoot texts. Dr.

Etlward Sapir, of the Geological Survey of Canada, with character-

istic liberality, placed his fiekl-notes on Croe, Montagnais, Abnaki,
Malecite, and Delaware (collected in the season of 1911) at the

20903°—28 ETH—12 15 225



226 CLASSIFICATION OF ALGONQUIAN TRIBES rRni. ann. 28

writer's ilisj)osal; but tlioy wore rticoivod too lato to make ])ossible

the insertion of extracts, except in the proof-sheets.

While it is too early to publish in detail the results of tlie writer's

investipitions (this applies esperially to Blackfoot, Cheyenne, and

Arapaho), still in view of the purely geograpliic classification by

Mooney and Thomas in the Handbook of American Indians,' C. C.

Ulilenbeck in Anthropos (iii, 773-799, 1908), and F. N. Finck in

his Die Sprachstamme des Erdekreises (Leipzig, 1909), a preliminary

linguistic report may be acceptable.

The linguistic classification of Algonquian tribes in the present

paper is based essentially on the occurrence of consonantic clusters

and a few other phonetic phenomena, and on the jironominal forms

of the verb.

It wiU be seen that the various tables introduced tliroughout

tlus paper to illustrate grammatic forms are rather uneven, because

in many cases the writer has not ventured to abstract the personal

terminations proper from the examples given in the authorities. It

will be remembered that none of the older anil only a few of the recent

writers take into account instrumental particles; the result (com-

bined with inaccurate phonetics) has been that often it is too haz-

ardous to venture an opinion as to what the form actually was.

Likewise the exclusive and inclusive first persons plural are frequentty

not distinguished, and here the writer has had to foUow his own
judgment.

In conclusion, his thanks are due his colleague, Dr. John K . 8wanton,

for assistance in preparing the accompanying map (pi. 103).

Notes on Pronunciation

It is believed that the reader will have little trouble in understanding the symbols

employed in this paper, as much the same system is employed as in the Handbook of

American Indian I,anguages (Bulletin 40, B. A. E.). However, the following notes

may prove useful.

Piegan:

X is post-palatal, approximately between German eh in ich and ch in bacli.

X is post-velar.

There are no sonant stops.

Cheyenne:
w is a voiceless semivowel.

i' is bilabial.

X is the surd velar spirant.

c is the surd alveolar spirant.

e and 6 (employed by R. Petter) represent whispered vowels.

Arapaho:

X is the siird velar spirant.

X is the same, weakly articulated.

'Bull, so, But. Amer. Ethnol.
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tc is an intermediate with predominating surd quality, approximately between

English ch in church andj in judge.

6 is a pure sonant.

g is post-palatal; its sonanoy is not so marked as that of b.

The surd stops are ordinarily unaspirated; when aspirated, the aspiration is indi-

cated by (").

I is very open.

is a surd spirant articulated between the tongue and upper teeth, nearly on the flesh.

(") indicates aspiration.

^ indicates the glottal stop.

n indicates the nasality of the vowel.

('ree(Fort TOTTENI:

/ has the sound of obscure i.

e is long and close.

(") indicates an aspiration; it is approximately a weak .r; 't is apt to be heard as dl.

Pure surd stops are easily distinguished, but the corresponding sonants are stronger

than those of English; final g gives almost the impression of aspirated k (k').

Cree (Rvpert's House: .see p. 247):

ts' is alveolar, between ts and tc.

g is close and short.

Cree (Moose):

d has the sound of long close e.

MoNT.\GXAis (from Doctor Sapir's notes):

ts' is palatized, between ts and tc.

i is long and very open.

Meno.minee:

e I and 6 u are nearly indistinguishable.

g is very strong; finally it gives nearly the same impression as aspirated k tk').

Fox, Sauk, and Kickapoo:

For Fox, see Handbook of American Indian Languages {Bull. 40. B. A. E.), pt. 1,

pp. 741-745.

Here it may be remarked that in all three dialects there are no true .sonants; they

are much stronger than in English.

'k, 't, and 'p among the younger people are but feebly to be distinguished from /, I,

and p, respectively.

(r in Fox and Sauk is intermediate, nearly between ch in chill and ; in judge; in

Kickapoo it is a pure tenuis, approaching ts.

The final vowels are spoken much more faintly by the younger generation than by

those advanced in years.

The writer believes Doctor Jones's hw is simply voiceless iv (iv).

Shawnee:
Surd and sonant are difficult to distinguish.

is the surd interdental spirant.

e I and o u are extremely difficult to distinguish.

The final vowels are somewhat more easily heard than in Fox. Sauk, and Kickapoo.

tc among the older generation is pronounced as such; among the younger people it

resembles more nearly ts in sound.

« and ™ are consonants that are hardly sounded—merely indicated—in words by

themserves; a vowel preceding renders them full sounding.

() indicates an arrest.

Ojibwa (of Baraga):

d has the sound of ii.

Algonkin (of Lemoine):

a has the sound of d.
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Ottawa:
i is long and close.

Surd and sonant (espc'cially whon final) are difficult to distinguish; final f/ has

nearly the same sound as /,'.

T) is jiost-palatal.

Delaware:
n', etc. of Zeisberger indicates u followed by an obscure vowel.

Abnaki (of Sapir):

/ has the sound of i.

has the sound of close o.

4 has the sound of nasalized obscure a .

Malecitb (of Sapir):

$ is long and very open.

P has the sound of p weakly articulated.

Passamaquoddy :

u has the sound of oo in good.

m is syllabic.

MiCMAc:

g has the sound of velar (/.• apt to be heard as r.

1 and n are svllabic.



ALGONQUIAN LINGUISTIC GROUPS

The AJgonquiaii tribes linguistically fall into four major divisions,

namely: Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Eastern-Central. Each
division is discussed in the following pages under the appropriate

head.
Blackfoot (Siksika)

This division includes the Piegan, Bloods, and Blackfeet proper.

According to Wissler,' the linguistic differences among the tribes

are mainly m the choice of words and idioms. The same authority

states that the Northern Blackfeet seem to differ more from the

Piegan than the latter do from the Bloods. The present \vriter can

describe only the language of the Piegan of Montana from personal

observation. It is characterized by an abundance of harsh conso-

nantic clusters and long consonants. The latter occur usually

between vowels but may occur in clusters. The first of the following

tables shows all the clusters - of two consonants found in one of the

writer's longer texts; the second, all the clusters of three consonants

in the same text:

Initial
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Initial

consonant
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The followiii':^ tahle shows all the clusters of tliree consonants

in the same texts:

Initial
consonant
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gest Passamaquocldy Jc—Ipen, which might be taken for Ic—ulpen, l)iit

as a inattor of fact the u has nothing to do wiili the termination;

owing to the plionetics of the hxnguage if a vowel following I is elimi-

nated, thereby causing the I to become final or immediately to pre-

cede a consonant, the preceding vowel takes an o or a u tinge (see

the discussion of East<n-n Algonquian, p. 283). Now is it not possible

that there is a similar phenomenon in Piegan and that the termina-

tion should really be given as lei—xpinndn'^ , in which the x represents

a secondary change of original n, as does the I of the Passamaquoddy
form ? * The same query would apply to certain other forms not

dealt with here.

To judge from Tims, the termination for ?i'f (excl.)

—

hm agrees in

formation with Cree and Ojibwa. The agreement with the latter is

no doubt purely fortuitous.

Forms like nestoa (Tims) i show agreement with Cree.

According to the writer's information some demonstrative pronouns

have reference to the state of the object designated, that is, whether

at rest or in motion; but some informants contradict this. It is a

matter that deserves special attention.

Summing up, we may say that though Blackfoot must be classed

apart from Eastern-Central Algonquian, it has the closest affinities

to Fox, Eastern Algonquian, and Cree.

Cheyenne

Cheyenne possesses consonantic clusters, though not in so great

profusion as Piegan. By consulting the various tables it will be seen

that some of the clusters are peculiar to the language. As is men-
tioned more than once in this paper, the fact that such Algonquian

languages as have numerous clusters differ with respect to the types

of clusters tends to show that most of these are unoriginal.

The following clusters of two consonants were noted in three of

the writer's Cheyenne texts:

Initial
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The cluster tsn so far as noted is a pseiulo-cluster, but the others,

so far as the writer lias been able to analyze them, are genuine.

The foUowang clusters of three consonants were noted in the same
texts: nst, xst, mst, nsts, stn, the last being certainly a false one.

The following clusters were noted as occurring finally: sts, ns, 7ists

xs, vs. A single cluster (st) was observed initially, and that but

once; hence it is likely an initial vowel was not heard.

The origin of the clusters that apparently are genuine is practi-

cally unknown. One case of xp seems merely to have developed

from /), e. g., woxpi white (Fox wdpi). The clusters sh and st are

probabl)^ original (see discussion of Cree, p. 238. Unfortunately the

writer has not been able to find corresponding expressions in Cree

for such Cheyenne words as possess these clusters).

There are a number of words of patent Algonquian origin. Exam-
ples are: woxin white, mahd'mw'^ wolf, nic two, 7nve four,

mataxtit" ten, matama"' old woman, nd and, misi eat, mi give,

ami move.

It should be noted that under unknown conditions Central Algon-

quian n appears as t (compare the treatment in Cree, p. 239; but the

two languages do not agree wholly in the usage) ; fm-thermore, this

secondary t, as well as original t, becomes ts before a palatal vowel.

Examples are hitan"^ man (Fox ineniw'^), nitnndwitatsi'm,'^ let us
gamble together (tsi = Fox, etc., ti). Original I- under unknown
conditions appears as n. Tliis, together with the other phonetic

changes stated above, renders most of the forms of the independent

mode intelligible. Thus, ni—ts i
—thee; ni—tseme i

—

you; ni—
tsemeno WE(excl.)

—

thee; ni—emend thou—us(excl.).' It will be

noted that the structure for i

—

yoi^, we (excl.)

—

thee agrees with

Natick, Algonkin, and Peoria. The terminations for we (excl. and
incl.), intransitive, approximate the Ojibwa type. The termination

for YOU (intrans.) is ni—w° (Fetter ni—me), which phonetically

approximates Algonkin, Ottawa, and Ojibwa rather than Peoria.

(It may here be mentioned that Peoria, Ottawa, and Ojibwa all

belong to the same division of the Central Algonquian languages.)

The termination for WE(excl.)

—

him {7ia—on, Fetter) has a corre-

spondent in Natick and Eastern Algonquian. The terminations with

the third person singular animate as subject are obscure. Those

with the inanimate plural as objects patently are to be connected with

the nominal suffix for the inanimate plural. With the assumption

that original intervocalic g is lost, some additional forms take on a

more Algonquian appearance. So violent a change is paralleled by
the apparent change of -p{A)m- to -m- and -p{A)t- to -xt-.

' The last three forms arc taken from Rodolphe Fetter's Sketch of the Cheyenne Grammar, in Mem.
Amer. Anthr. Ass,, I, pt. 6, 1907.
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Che3-enne possesses a mode that is frequently used in narration as

an indicative; it happens that but few of the forms occur in the

writer's texts. The third person singular animate, intransitive, ends

in -s: the third person plural animate, intransitive, in -wus (the initial

sound is represented by w merely for convenience. The writer has

been unable to determine its exact value; it is heard now as v, now
as w; the only thing absolutely certain is that it is bilabial) ; he—him
is -us; THEY (an.)

—

him -owns; to distinguish third persons, the intran-

sitive third person has an obviative -niwus. Assuming the phonetic

change of tc to s, it will be seen that the forms resemble the Fox,

Shawnee, and Peoria conjunctive. The ni of -niwus corresponds to

the ni of Fox -nitci, etc.

The termination of the plural inanimate can be derived from the

normal Central Algonquian termination by the phonetic laws stated

above. At the same time it greatly resembles the Natick and Piegan

forms, which apparently can not be derived from this source.

Summing up, we may say that although Cheyenne must be classed

as a distinct major branch of Algonquian languages, yet it has close

affinities with the Ojibwa division of the Eastern-Central major divi-

sion; but as consonantic clusters beginning with a nasal and followed

by a stop are not permitted, and the clusters sTc and st occur, we
must assume rather a more northern origin. If the Moiseyu really

are the Monsoni, as James Mooney thinks {Mem. Anthr. Ass., i,

369, 1907), there is historical support for this assumption. The
fact that Natick in the ending of the termination of the present

indepentlent mode resembles the Ojibwa type probably led Petter

(ibid., 447) to consider Cheyeiuie ' closer to Natick. The latter

does permit consonantic clusters with a nasal as the prior member
and a stop as the second member, but it does not agree entirel}' with

Ojibwa in tliis usage; note especially the present suppositive (sub-

junctive) mode. But it should be noted that the cluster st is not

permitted, though sic is; and the cluster st is a distinct trait of

Algonquian languages of northern origin (cf. Eastern Algonquian,

Montaguais, Cree, Blackfoot).

Arapaho

This division includes Arapaho proper, Gros Ventre (Atsina), two
dialects that are on the verge of extinction, and one dialect that at

present is either absolutely extinct or is spoken by only very few indi-

1 According to the writer's present information there are two Sutaio (a tritje that Ijecame incorporated

with the Cheyemie) who can still spealc their own Umguape, namely, White Bull (Icoj of the Northern Chey-

enne and Left Hand Bull of the Southern Cheyenne. Unforttmately the former ceased work before any texts

could be secured from him, and the wTitcr has heard only recently of the latter's ability to speak his own
language. For this reason no accurate idea of the language can be given here. Cheyenne traditions are

unanimous, however, in stating that the language was intelligible to the Cheyenne.
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Antlunls. The writor can ilescribe fi(im personal investigation only

Arapaho proper; he has been informeil by members of this tribe that

Gros Ventre is reaility understood by them. According to Dr. A. L.

Kroeber, the dialect mentioned as possibly absolutely extinct closely

resembled Blackfoot ; according to information received, the Piegan of

Montana say a boily of them joined the Arapaho and still speak their

own language. This matter requires careful investigation. It is to be

hoped that Doctor Kroeber will publish at an early date liis compara-

tive vocabularies of the dialects and also those phonetic laws of

Arapaho proper that he has discovered and courteously communicated

to the writer.

That Arapaho is an Algonquian language is shown b}' such words

as Mne'n man, ni^se^e my elder brother, no'^Hane^ my daughter,
fie'sV MY' GRANDCHILD, ms' TWO, ndsd three, ye^n' foxjr, batdtAx ten,

hatehi old woman, netd my' heart, hu'sitd^" it is hot; as well as by
the .system of the possessive pronouns. Some of the more radical

phonetic changes that the author has observed (some of these had
been anticipated by Doctor Kroeber) are tc becomes d: -nid, Fox -nitc';

J)
becomes 6: netc' water. Fox nej/, netc my arrow. Fox mpV h be-

comes li: hi- THY', Fox Ice-, Jidw° not, Ojibwa Tcdwin; p becomes gQc):

slslgd^ DUCK, Fox deip"; w becomes n: no^lcu rabbit, Ojibwa wd'pos;

m becomes 6 (and w1): bdteM old woman, Fox metemd'", hdtdtAx ten;
slciv becomes x': wax'" bear, Cree iuasIcwa, Fox ma'kw". With the

assumption that y becomes n, and gr + , a final whispered vowel, becomes
^, a number of verbal pronominal forms grow clearer in formation.

(How these changes may distort words almost beyond recognition

may be shown by niHcebgdhuf he runs by: m(^) is a common verbal

prefix (?); tceb = Fox perni; gdhu = Fok -paho-; -f the pronominal

ending.) Doctor Kroeber has already remarked that in nominal

forms the inanimate and animate plurals are not distinguished, though
they are in verbal forms.' The exclusive and inclusive first person

plurals are not distinguished in verbal forms, according to information

received by the writer, but they certain!}' are in the possessive pro-

nouns. It is thus seen that Arapaho has become verj' specialized.

In the writer's judgment, no Algonquian language has deviated

farther from the normal.

Arapaho is characterized by very weak nasal vowels, which when
pronounced rapidly, however, betray scarcely any nasality. The
glottal stop is extremely common. There are a number of conso-

nantic clusters, but none of more than two consonants.

1 See Bulletin of the American Miiseum of Natural History, vol. xviii, p. 5, 1902.
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Tho following table shows all the consonantic clusters louiul in the

winter's Arapaho notes of 1012:

Initial

conso-
nant
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There are some formations that seem tlioroughly un-Algonquian;

e. g. heOo"hofc he, she told him, hek, them (an.), the obviative of

wliich is hede'hok. This formation is rare; the writer has met it but

a few times, always in words of the same, or approximately the same,

meaning. The stem of the examples given is hok; M is allied with

hei; so far as known at present there are no phonetic equivalents for

the incorporated pronominal elements in any other Algonquian lan-

guage. The i)refixing of the termination for he—him, her, them (an.)

before the initial stem is thorougUy im-Algonquian, and can not be

jiarallcled elsewhere in these languages. The occurrence of the

objective pronominal elements immediately after an initial prefix ( ?)

is another anomaly.

To sum up, Arapaho seems to have become specialized at an early

pei'iod, but it is likely that when the phonetics of the language are

better understood more points in common with Eastern-Central

Algonquian will become apparent; and it is possible that borrowing

from a non-Algonquian stock may be shown.

Eastern-Central

Although the Eastern branch presents considerable differences

from the Central branch—cliiefly in the abundance of consonantic

clusters—it is perfectly obvious that, compared with Blackfoot,

Cheyenne, or Arapaho, it belongs intimately with the Central group.

See the discussion of Eastern Algonquian (p. 280).

central subtype

All these dialects are very intimately connected. To say that one

dialect is not closely connected with another means merel}' that the

relations between the two are not so close as between one of the

dialects and a third. The lexical correspondence is very marked and
the correspondence in the grammatical terminations is close. In the

independent mode (or indicative mode) the correspondence is not so

close as in the subjunctive. The reason for this is probably that in

the latter case there is nothing to connect the personal endings

with, and that in transitive forms the single pronouns (which are

always suffixed) expressing both subject and object are so specialized

that it is not possible readily to analyze them into their component
elements, whereas the pronominal endings of the independent mode
are imquestionably to be associated with the possessive pronoims
and therefore vary more. (The Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo forms

in -pena, the Shawnee forms in -pe, and the Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo,
and Shawnee forms in -pwa are wholly anomalous.) However, in

the case of the independent mode, the analysis is far clearer than in
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other niddcs. Tlui transitive forms are based mainly on the combin-

ation of intransitive ones, sometimes part being prefLxed and i)art

suffixed, <ir both parts are suffixed. In certain forms it is necessary

to assume certain pronominal elements which are totally imconnected

with the possessive or independent pronouns, but which nevertheless

reoccur in other modes than tlio independent.

The writer's classification of tJie dialects of the Central subtype is

based on a study of the present independent and subjunctive modes,

together with phonetic and a few other considerations.

It is possible to formulate certain subdivisions of the group. These

are

—

Cree-Montagnais.

Menominee.

Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, together with Shawnee, the last-named being

somewhat removed from them.

Ojibwa, Potawatomi, Ottawa, Algonkin, with Peoria somewhat

removed from them.

Natick.

Delaware.

It may be further noted that Cree-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk,

Fox, Kickapoo, and Shawnee collectively form a unit as compared

with any other of the subdivisions.

Cree-Montagnais

Cree is characterized by the maintenance of the clusters sic, sp, si

{ch, cp, cf), which in other members of the Central group (with certain

limitations noted below) are converted to 'k, 'p, 't, respectively.' It is a

special point of contact with Eastern Algoncjuian that these are like-

wise retained in them. Examples are Cree amisl- (Lacombe) beaver,

Stockbridge (Edwards) amisque, Ojibwa am.il:, Delaware amochlc.

Fox ame'kw'^ (Shawnee hamakwa, Gatschet), Peoria amdhwa, Abnaki

pep8n-emesl-8 (Rasles) winter beaver, Micniac pul-umsTcw beaver

OF THIRD year;- Cree miskawew he finds him, her, Malecite mus-

Icuwan he found her, Natick miskom he finds it. Fox me'kmndw'^

he finds him, her; Cree ishwe'u woman, Micmac l-esigo-eshic'^ old

WOMAN, Natick squaw, Fox i'hwdtv^, Ojibwa i'kwd, Delaware

uxkwciu (Sapir); Cree niAsTcwA bear. Fox ma'l'w'^, Shawnee ™A-u'o,

Peoria maxkwa, Ojibwa ma'Jctua, Natick mosq: Cree islipimik above,

Ojibwa ishpiming, Menominee icpdmiyA above, Penobscot spumJci

I Moreover, under unknow-n conditions a sibilant is retained before k in Fox, Ojibwa, etc., and these agree

in the retention or loss of the sibilant.

' Rand, Dictionary of the Language of the Micmac Indians, Ualifax, 1SS8.
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HEAVEN, Abnaki spemk, Passaniaquoddy sperneh high, Shawnee
spemegi above (in the sky), Fox a'pemegi, Peoria pdmingi; Ci-ee

micpun it snows. Fox mepu- to snow, Natick muhpoo it snows;

Cree midig wood, Fox me'tegtvi, Shawnee ™tegtri, Menoniince meHig

(probable mishearing for me tig), Ojibwa mi' tig (Jones), me'^tig (Turtle

Mountain, ^lichelson), Natick mehtug, Delaware inehittuclc, Minsi

michtulc.^

It should be noted likewise that Cree t{tt) coiresponds uniler

unknown conditions to n (or its phonetic correspondent) in the other

Central Algonquian languages as well as in Eastern Algonciuian. Thus
Cree atal: star. Fox Andgw'^, Shawnee alagwa, Peoria alangwa,

Ojibwa anang, Delaware allanque, Natick anoglcs; Cree atim dog,

Fox Anemo'^, Natick anum, Delaware allum, Ojibwa animosh, Malecite

ulamus (the last two really are diminutives).

-

Below \k\\\ be found tables for the Cree present indicative and sub-

junctive-jiarticipial modes. ^ The phonetic laws stated above should

be kept in mind to see the correspondence with other Algonquian

languages.

» It is gathered from Doctor Gatschet's notes on the pronunciation and his grapliic fluctuation of fc, 'k,

ifc in the same words when corresponding to Cree sk, that the tnie value in Peoria is 'fc . By this is inferred

the same regarding p. Examples are lacking to show the correspondent to Cree at, but the inference made
at any rate is plausible. The writer's conclusions regarding Fox, Sauk, Kickapooare based on Doctor Jones's

and his own texts; those on Shawnee are from Doctor Gatschet's graphic variants as well as the author's

own notes (but apparently there are also some secondary changes in Shawnee); those on Menominee rest

on the writer's own notes; those on Ojibwa are formed mainly from a study of Doctor Jones's texts, though
partly from the writer's notes; in other cases the assumption rests on analogy. The quotations from the

manuscripts of the late Doctor Jones are available through the liberality of the Carnegie Institution of

Washington. Most of the Ojibwa wordscited in this paperare from naraga;theyareeasily distinguished by
lack of most diacritical marks and by 1 he use of sh for c. Similarly, the Cree of the writer can be easily

distinguished from that of Horden or Lacombe. Such words and grammatical terminations as are taken

from or based on Doctor Sapir's field notes on Cree, Montagnais, Abnaki, Malecite, and Delaware, are

expressly noted as such.

-Abnaki wdamis his dog, Passamaquoddy ndemis MY DOG, both cited by Prince, are forms ptizzling to

the writer. See American Anthropologist. N. s.. iv, 316, 317, 324, 6S4. Even so, the statement that Cree

( can correspond to n, etc., of the other dialects, will stand.

3 These are extracted from Horden (Cree Grammar, London, 1,S81) with the exception of the inani-

mate forms both as subjects and objects, which are extracted from Lacombe. The latter forms are not

readily found in Horden and the t^ble in Lacombe is highly confusing in other forms. That the forms

exist in Moose Cree is shown by the texts in Uorden's Grammar.
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While nt Carlisle in the winter of li)ll-r_' the writer had an oppor-

tunity of studying for a brief period the Cree spoken at Fort Totten,

North Dakota. Below' are tables for the present independent mode
and for wliat was intended (by the wTiter) to be the subjunctive of

the same tense. Apparentl}' there was some misunderstanding, for

the forms of the latter correspond with Lacombe's "suppositif" of

the ''subjonctif" and Horden's future tense of the subjunctive.

20903°—28 ETH—12 l(j
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Wo w-ill first discuss the indicative forms. In the following Mon-

tagnais is loft out, as tlio relations of Crec and Montagnais arc treated

speciallj' below. Here it is sufficient to say that the two with plio-

netic differences are essentially a linguistic unit. Statistics follow:

I—YOU (pi.) no correspondent ; composed of the intraus. forms for

I and YOU with phonetic changes.

I—HIM agreement with F., Men., D. (one form).'

I—THEM an. agreement witli F., Men., D. (one form).

I—IT agreement with Men., A., Oj.

I—THEM inan. agreement with Men., S.

WE (excl.) intrans. agi-eement with D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—THEE agreement with D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—YOU agreement with D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—HIM agi'eement with Oj., A., D. (one form).

WE (excl.)—THEM an. agreement with Oj., A., N.

WE (excl.)—IT agreement with A.

WE (excl.)—THEM inan. formation same as we (excl.)

—

it.

WE (inch) intrans. (Hordeu) no correspondent.

WE (inch) intrans. (Fort Totten) agreement with Oj., A.

WE (incl.)—HIM (Hordcn) ; cf. Men.^

WE (incl.)—HIM (Fort Totten) agi-eement Oj., A.

WE (incl.)—THEM an. (Horden) no correspondent, cf. Men.^

WE (incl.)—THEM an. (Fort Totten) agi'eement with Oj., A.

WE (incl.)—IT (one form, Lacombe) no correspondent.

WE (incl.)

—

it (one form, Lacombe; Fort Totten) agreement

with A.

WE (incl.)—THEM inan. formation same as we (incl.)

—

it.

thou^us (excl.) no correspondent; composed of thou intrans.

+ i + ndn: cf. Fox l-e—ipena for the formation.

THOU—HIM agreement with Men., F., D. (one form).

THOU—THEM an. agreement with Men., F. D.

THOU—IT agreement with Men., Oj., A.

THOU—THEM inan. formation the same as thou—it.

ye intrans. no correspondent; same formative elements found in

YE ME.

YE—ME no correspondent; composed of the intrans. form for ye +i.

YE—us (excl.) no correspondent; formation precisely the same as

THOU—us (excl.).

YE—HIM agreement witli ]\Ien., D. (one form); cf. also Oj., A., S.,

N., Pass.

" The followng arc the principal abbrevialions usod in this paper: A., Algonkin; an., anhuate; C,
Cree; D., Delaware; excl.. exclusive; F., Fox; inan., inanimate; inci., inclusive; M.. Miemac; Men.,

Menominee; Mont., Montagnais; N.. Natick; Oj., Ojibwa; Ot.. Ottawa; P., Peoria; Pass., Passama-

quoddy; Pot., Potawatomi; S., Shawniee.

2 Lacorabe gives a variant that agrees absolutely with Menominee.
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YE—^THEM an. agroemout with Men., 1). (one form); cf. also ()j.

A., S., N.

YE—IT no coiTosiiondent; of. Oj., A., S.

YE—THEM inan. formation the same as ye—it.

HE—us (excl.) agreement with F., Oj., A., D. (one form).

HE—us (inch; Horden) agreement with Men.
HE—us (ind.; Fort Totten) agreement with F., Oj., A. (D.?).

HE—YOU agreement with F., Men.

HE—^HiM agreement with F., Men. (N.?).

HE—THEM an. agi-eement with F., Men.

HE—IT agreement with F., Men., P., Oj. (one form).

HE—THEM inan. agreement witli F., Men., P.

THEY an.—US (exel.) agreement withF., Oj., A., N., D. (one form).

THEY an.—us (inch; Horden) agreement with Men.

THEY an.—us (inch; Fort Totten) agreement with F., Oj., D.

THEY an.—YOU agi-eement with F., Men., D.

THEY an.—-HIM agi-eement with F., Men.

THEY an.—THEM an. agreement with F., Men.

THEY an.—-IT agi-eement with F., Men., P.

THEY an.—THEM inan. agreement with F., Men., P.

THEY inan. no correspondent.

Common Central Algonqnian agreements are naturally not included

in the above statistics. Phonetic changes have caused certain termi-

nations to resemble Ojibwa rather than Fox, e. g., he—me, thee, but

these are not included, as the formation is identical. The customary

final n is not here added to the forms for i and thou when intransitive,

as it seems to be purely a phonetic product. The forms for they
an.—ME, thee look strange in comparison with other Algonquian

languages, but in the writer's opinion a phonetic archaism is the dis-

turbing factor.

It maj'' be mentioned here that in the statistics given in the dis-

cussion of other Central Algonquian languages they inan. intrans. is

not noted, as all agree (so far as material is available), as opposed to

Cree. It \\all be seen that the greatest number of agreements is with

Menominee, with Fox (Sauk and Kickapoo) second, and Delaware,

Ojibwa, and Algonkin about equal, in the third place. The statistics

likewise show that the unity of Cree-Montagnais, ilenominee, Sauk,

Fox, Kickapoo, and Shawnee mentioned on page 238 applies espe-

cially to Cree-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo. It

is due almost entirely to the very intimate relationship between Sauk,

Fox, Kickapoo on the one hand and Shawnee on the other (see

pj). 252, 258) that the last-mentioned language must be attached to

the group. (Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo are practically one language, with

slight variations (see pp. 252, 258). In the entire discussion of the
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statistics throughout this ])aj)or it is undorstood tliat .ill arc in agree-

ment, unless the contraiy is expresslj- stated.)

Tiie discussion of the subjunctive-participial does not recjuiie such

elaborate statistics.

The variant forms of the thii'd person ])ka'al anunate both as sub-

ject and object, ending in -tv, are stated b^^ Horden to be distinctive of

East Main Cree, Avith the exce])tion of the variants for they an.

—

him,

THEM an. which occur elscAvhere as well. The forms under discussion

closely resemble the correspondents in Menominee, Algonkin, Ojibwa,

and (to a lesser extent) Ottawa. (In Ojibwa they an.—us excl.

has different formation, but has the characteristic ending.) More-

over, the respective forms of the second table of Fort Totten Cree

(which is discussed below) show the same general structure. The
other forms of the third person an. plural as both subject and object

(except HE—THEM an., whicli is a true subjunctive) correspond to the

Fox, Shawniee, and Ojibwa partici]nal—not subjunctive. Even so,

THEY an.—us (excl.) agrees wath Fox (and approximates the Shawnee
form), not Ojibwa. i

—

y'ou agrees with Menominee, Ojibwa, and

Algonkin. we (excl.)

—

thee, y'ou is a true active common Central

Algonquian form as opposed to the Ojibwa (and probably Potawo/-

tomi) correspondents, which are passives in structure.

Outsiile the abdve, excluding phonetic differences, as the presence

of the nasal in Ojibwa (also in Delaware), the agreement between

Cree, Ojibwa, and Fox in this mode is remarkable. It is a matter

of great regi'ct that hardly a single transitive form of the Peoria sub-

junctive or participial is found among Doctor Gatschet's papers. The
terminations of the participial, subjunctive, and conjunctive modes
are closely allied in Algonquian (compare the tables in the Hand-
book of American Indian Languages). Fortunately Doctor Gatschet

has left examples of transitive forms of the Peoria conjunctive, so

we can make some conjectures concerning the subjunctive. It pos-

sessed the nasal as in Ojibwa, and the forms for the third person

plural animate, both as subject and object, corresponded exactly

with tiie exception of we inch

—

them an., they* an.

—

him, them
an., to Cree. The personal terminations for we—thee, you (pi.)

were the true active ones; he—us (excl.) agreed with Fox and Cree,

as also that for they an.—us (excl.). (For the last two cf. Shaw-
nee, Algonkin, and Menominee.) The form for i

—

you (pi.) agreed

with Ojibwa, Algonkin, and Cree. Herein we find an important

point of contact with Peoria. (See, however, p. 271.) It should be

noted that the Micmac conjunctive agrees partially with Peoria in

having forms for the third person plural animate both as subject

and object that corres])ond to the F'ox participial, not conjunctive.

We may accordingh- conjecture that the Micmac subjunctive agrees

partially with Cree in the same way. This together with the reten-
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tion of the consonant ic clusters ,vA-, ,sy*, st constitute important i)oints

of contact between (Vee and Eastern Algontjuian. The Natick present

subjinictive api)roxiniates closely to the Fox present subjvinctive and
so agi'ees to a certain extent with Cree, but it should be noticed that

practically all the forms with the third person animate, singular and
plural, as subject are entirely diii'erent in structure from either the

Cree or the Fox correspondents. The Delaware subjunctive shows

marked peculiarities of its own and therefore presents few points of

agreement with Cree, none in fact which are not shared by other

Central Algonquian languages.

The discussion of the second table of Fort Totten Cree must neces-

sarily be brief, as the sole object of its introduction is to illustrate

the variant forms of East Main Cree with the thii'd person plural as

subject and object in the present subjunctive, and the correspondents

in Menominee and Ojibwa. As is stated abov(*, the table really corre-

sponds with Horden's future tense of the subjunctive and Lacombe's

"suppositif " of the "subjonctif." The forms for he, they an.

—

us (excl. and inch), you are certainly passives in formation (cf. the

Ottawa correspondents of the subjunctive) ; but in every case

Lacombe gives variants which are actives, and Horden gives these

alone. Agamthe variants given by Lacombe for we (excl. andincl.)

—HIM, THEM an.; ye—him, them an. (which alone are given by
Horden) in structure have the same formation as the correspond-

ents of the present subjunctive. The Fort Totten Cree forms are

composed of the respective intransitive subjects combined with the

common objective form of the third person animate, namely a, which

undergoes phonetic change before the initial y of the suffixes (the

forms given by Lacombe do not show this change). The forms of

the Fort Totten Cree in which the animate objects are plural exliibit

the identical formation but have the characteristic w suffix. (The

form given in the table for ye—them an. is reconstructed by the

WTiter; the form -Atwdwi, obtained by direct questioning, is surely

due to some misunderstanding, as it patently is the form for thou—
them an. It should be noticed that in the forms for we (excl. and

incl.)

—

him; we (excl.)

—

thee, you; thou, ye—us (excl.) Lacombe's

Cree terminates in -?', not -u as Fort Totten Cree does. In the forms

for WE (excl. and incl.) intransitive, we (excl. and incl.)

—

it, them
(inan.), Lacombe gives forms with both -i and -u. Horden gives

only the forms with -a (his transcrijjtion for long close |) corre-

sponding to Lacombe's -i. Fort Totten Cree in these personal

terminations has -u, and this only. It should be mentioned that

corresponding to Horden's t before -a (his symbol for long close

I), the Cree of Lacombe and of Fort Totten have tc {tj in Lacombe)

before -i tliroughout. Again, Horden's Cree in the form for ye
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intrans. ends in -;/'(7. wluM-cas Lacoinbc's and Fort Totten Cree end

ill -u. It should bo added tliat Lacombe in the forms for he—them
an. and they an.

—

it, them inan. gives variants whicli resemble the

corresponding subjunctive (participial) ones in structure, as well as

forms wliich agree with the Fort Totten correspondents. It need

scarce be said that neither Lacombe nor Horden distinguishes surd

and sonant, nor 'Jc from 1-, in his paradigms.

The formation of a preterite with a suffix pun in both the indica-

tive and the subjunctive is an important point of contact with Ojibwa

(see the discussion of that language, p. 269).

Another special point of contact with Peoria that should be noted

is that the inanimate plural, nominative, ends in -a; yet notwith-

standing these points of contact with Cree, Peoria (as will be shown

later) belongs rather with Ojibwa.

The dialectic variations as nlna i, nlra, nlya, nWa are well known
and need no discussion. However, it should be mentioned that the

so-called Cree of Rupert's House ^ is not Cree at all, but Montagnais.

This the writer infers from a comparison of Doctor Sapir's notes on

the Cree of Rupert's House with his notes on Montagnais, as well as

with Lemoine's Dictionnaire Franfais-Montagnais (Boston, 1901).

The following (taken from Sajnr's manuscripts) will illustrate the

point under consideration: inA'slcwAts' bears, nilcA'm^ats they
SING, ts' inikA'tngn thou singest. (See the discussion of Montagnais

below.) According to Skinner (loc. cit.), the Fort George Indians

speak the same dialect as those at Rupert's House.

MONTAGNAIS

As was stated above, excluding phonetic changes Montagnais is

practically the same language as Ci'ee. Some of the phonetic changes

which Montagnais has suffered are: fc (Cree h, Fox Ic) becomes tsh

before i (Fox e and I, Cree e), tshi- thou (verbal). Fox Tee-, Cree Tee-,

tshi- initial stem meaning completion, Fox l-i{ci\-, Cree Tee-; k (Cree Ic,

Fox g) becomes ts before final i and e, even if these are lost, -uts

(ending of animate pi. of nouns), Cree -uk, Fox -Ag^, -uts (third person

pi. animate, independent mode, intransitive), Cree -wuJc, Fox -WAg', -ts

(sign of locative singular animate), Cree -Ic, Fox -g^, -iats (first i)erson

pi. excl. intransitive, subjunctive mode), Cree -yak, Fox -yag"; sk before

i becomes ss; Cree askiy land, Montagnais assi (Fox a'k') ; tsh[i]t (Fox

k[e]i) becomes st, stuk:i thy ear, as compared with utuki his ear, tshiiu

thy body, kutaui thy father, staiamiau thou prayest, as compared
with ntaiamiau i pray; t[ti]k becomes ts before e, -tse (sign of the dubi-

tative), Cree -tokd, Fox -tugc; k[e]sh becomes tsh, tshiuelin thou art
HUNGRY for ke -\- sh-; tc[i]k[i] becomes ts, -ats (subj . mode ; third per-

' Skinner, Notes on the Eastei^ Creo and Northern Saultcaux, p. U, New York, 1911.
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son pi. an. suhj., third person sing. an. ()l)jcct) ns compared with

Cree -ateiJc, Fox (particii)ial) -ateig': ,sli[i]]c[i] becomes ss, -ss (subj.

mode, third p\. an. subj., second person sing, object), Cree -shik, Fox
-'Jcig' (part.). Further, it may be noted that final -w", w' after con-

sonants, has a history in Montagnais different from that in Cree.

Observe Montagnais ni—hu he—me (independent mode), Cree ne—1c,

Fox ne—gu/', tshi—hu he—thee (imlependent mode), Cree ke—Ic,

Fox Ice—gwa, -%ku (first person pi. ind. of subjunctive), Cree -yuk,

Fox -yAgW. These phonetic changes are of extremely wide appli-

cation. It is unnecessary to give tables showing the verbal termina-

tions as they agree with those of Cree. It may be noted that -v.

corresponds to Cree -w and -au to Cree -ow, except in the first person

pi. inch, where we find -u. The reason for the latter is not clear.

After emphasizing the essential unity of Cree and Montagnais it

may be well to point out some individual traits of the latter. In the

first place though there is a pan (Cree pun) preterite, it is confined to

the indicative and does not occur in the subjunctive. Another point

is that the "suppositif" of the mode "subjonctif" is clearly allied

to the Fox potential subjunctive for which there is no correspondent in

Cree (compare Mont. -iatuiue we iexcl.),-i7cua]cue'WE (incl.), ^ekuelcue

YE with Fox-yAgdge'', -yAgAgu^, -ydgdgu", respectively). The other

intransitive persons in Montagnais have the characteristic ku but

have no correspondents in Fox. The transitive forms do not corre-

spond closely, though there are resemblances between the two lan-

guages; hence tables are not given. In closing, it may be added that

the Montagnais on—me, etc., has the appearance of a passive in

structure, but there are several points which are not clear. (The

above examples of Montagnais and Cree are taken, respectively, from

Lemoine and Horden, wth the exception of Cree askiy, wliich is from

Lacombe. It will be seen by consulting the tables of Fort Totten

Cree that the terminal k of Horden is doul)tless the strong (impure)

sonant g of the former, Fox, Sauk, Kickapoo, Ottawa, etc. A couple

of examples of Sapir's Montagnais, ts'inipahd'vjAts thou killest

them an. (Fox kenepaJimvAg'-) , is-lnipaM'tVAts he killed them an.

(Fox klcinepahdwAg') , ickwe'wAts women (Fox i'kwdwAg*), illustrate

the ]>rinci])les mentioned al)ove. The WTiter suspects that Skinner's

ta a (Rupert's House Cree) thou is reaUy fs'iya. The initial is' at

once classes the word as Montagnais. It is true that according to

Lemoine the ordinary Montagnais correspondent has 7, not y; but it

should bo noticed that in Cree dialectically k'li/a occurs (see Horden,

Cree Grammar, p. 3, London, 1881 ; Lacombe, Dictionnaire de la

Langue des Cris, p. xv, Montreal, 1874). The Rupert's House Cree

then wo\ild oorrespontl to tliis.)

In discussing the relations of other Eastern-Central Algonquian

languages, it is understood that Montagnais agrees Adth Cree unless
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the contnny is expressly mentioned. Hence tlie f.ict that Montag-

nais sometinies is not mentioned merely means tliat it agrees with

Cree.

Menominee

Menominee is eharaoterized by peculiar consonantic clusters due

to the elimination of the final i of initial stems; thus, wdpmd'wAg
THEY BEGAN TO CRY (FoX tVapi-) , tVdpkctcptpA'xtaw" HE BEGAN TO

RUN SWIFTLY (Fox u'dpi-, l'e'(ci-), inl-e&ndifd'wAg i have seen them
(Fox neHnndwdwAg') , l-dtcmd'vMg they are crying hard (Fox

TcetdmaiyowAg'), IcesinW he has come (Fox Jctdpydw'^) , Jcilcesine-

l-dmgundv'Ag they fought us (Fox l-eHcumgdiThe gundriAg'). This

elimination may cause a double consonant, as plplvamelcdtdwAg they'

fought as they went along {Yojl pemi + pydmlgdilxuAg'^), pipivaui-

esew'^ HE WENT PAST EASING HIMSELF (Fox pemi + pydmwiw"')

,

icdpinpA'xfaw" he began to run (Fox wdpi + pyd-). The combi-

nation of the subordinating particle as with initial stems also

gives rise to clusters—for example, AspemdtiseyA we shall live.

The only true consonantic clusters that occur within the same mor-

phologic division of a word are st and sp; the latter alone is impor-

tant in determining the general relations of Menominee. Examples
are: fcespin perhaps, Cree Iclspin, Ojibwa Icishpin; k-pdmiyA above,

Cree ishpimilc, Ojibwa ishpimm^, Fox apemigi (see discussion of

Ojibwa, p. 261). The combination xt agrees with Micmac, e. g. [n-

/uxtair" he is coming on the run, Micmac poxtAmMsid he went
on. Surd and sonant are exceedingly difficult to distinguish; like-

wse e and 1. The writer was unable to determine these with abso-

lute acciu'acy; the sounds are given as taken down. Whisi)ered

vowels are easy to hear after w; in other cases it is questionable

whether they actually exist. A peculiarity of Menominee is that

Central Algonquian s under unknown conditions becomes n; thus

no'nee^ my father (Fox nose), na^ne' my elder brother (Foxnesese),

ponindw'^ he stopped in his flight (Fox pdnisdw'^, -ond- walk (Fox
-UrSd-)

.

A table of the independent mode follows.
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It will ho. seen that Menominee has

many forms quite peculiar to itself, and

that the agreements wdth Cree-Montag-

uais are far more numerous than with

any other languages of the Central sub-

division; those with Fox are next in

order of number. For the agreements

with Delaware, see the section on that

language. Details follow:

I—YOU no correspondent; nearest N.

I—HIM agreement with C, F., D.

I—THEM an. agreement with C, F.,

D. (N.?).

I—IT agreement with C, A., Oj., Ot.

I—THEM inan. agreement with C.

WE (excl.) intrans. no correspondent;

nearest P., Oj., A., Ot., N.

WE (excl.)—^THEE no correspondent;

nearest P., N.

WE (excl.)—YOU no correspondent;

nearest N., A., Ot. (P.?).

WE (excl.)—HIM no correspondent;

structure as we (inch)

—

him.

WE (excl.)—THEM an. no correspond-

ent; cf. WE (incl.)—THEM an.

WE (excl.)—IT no correspondent.

WE (excl.)—THEM inan. no corre-

spondent.

WE (mcl.) intrans. no correspondent;

nearest P., Oj.; cf. also C.

WE (incl.)—HIM; cf. C
WE (incl.)—THEM an.; cf. C
WE (incl.)—IT no correspondent.

WE (mcl.)—THEM inan. no corre-

spondent.

THOU—us (excl.) no correspondent.

THOU—HIM agreement with ("., F., D.

THOU—THEM au. agreement with C,

F.,D.

THOU—IT agreement with C, A., Ot.,

Oj.

THOU—THEM kian. agreement with C.

1 Lacombe gives a Cree variant which is the exact corre-

spondent.
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YE, intraixs. no con'espoudeut; nearest P., N.; cf. also Oj., Ot., A.;

for last syllabic cf. C
YE—ME no correspondent; nearest N.; cf. also A., Oj., Ot.

YE—us (excl. ) no correspondent.

YE—HIM agreement with L\, D.

YE—THEM an. agreement with C"., D.

YE—IT no correspondent.

YE—THEM inan. no correspondent.

HE—us (excl.) no correspondent; for the structure cf. he—us

(incl.)

HE—us (incl.) agreement \vith t'.
*

HE—YOU agreement with C, F.

HE—HIM agreement with C, F. (N. ?).

HE—THEM an. agreement with C, F. (N. ?).

HE—IT agreement with. C, F., P., N., Oj. (one form).

THEY an.—us (excl.) no correspondent; cf. they an.—us (inch).

THEY an.—us (incl.) agreement with V.

THEY an.—YOU agreement with C, F., D.

THEY an.—HIM agreement with C, F.

THEY an.—THEM ail. agreement with C, F.

THEY an.—IT agreement with C, F., P.

THEY an.—THEM inan. agreement with C, F., P.

Where all agree with or without phonetic changes, no record has

been made. In certain cases it is impossible to be sure whether

phonetic changes have not disguised agreements.

THEY inan., intrans., looks strange as contrasted with the common
Central Algonquian form (on the Cree coiTespondent, see p. 244) ; how-
ever, it is merely because the word from which it is taken chances

to have a vowel before the termination, and not a consonant. The
same is to be observed in Kickapoo, and doubtless other dialects;

thusKickapoo tetejn/dAn', i. e., tetepydwAn' (see p. 258) they inan. are
ROUND (analysis: tetepi circle, initial stem; -a- secondary connective

stem, inan. copula; -wau' termination of the tliird person inan. pi.

intrans. independent mode after a vowel as contrasted with -oni

after a consonant). [Note -niwAn^ in Fox as compared with -on', the

ordinary termination of the tliird person pi. inan. intrans. independ-

ent mode; see Handbook of American Indian Languages {Bull. Jfi,

B. A. E.), pt. 1, p. 8.33.]

It should be specially noted that Menominee, Cree, and Fox
agree m having the objective forms of it and them inan. expressed

by a smgle fomi as opposed to Ottawa, iVlgonkin, Ojibwa, and
Shawnee. It is a common Algonquian feature that in subordinate

modes the forms are expressed by single pronouns.

A table for the sul)junctive mode is not available; however, the

writer can give some information concerning the relations indicated
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by it. Many of tJu^ forms seem pecuiiai' to Menominee and arc

difficult to iuialyze. i

—

you agrees with C, Oj., A., Ot., in structure

and presunuibly also with Peoria, he—us (excl.) has no correspond-

ent (the form is -lyAme), but distinctly approaches the correspond-

ents of C, F., S., A., and presumably P. The forms of the third

person plural animate both as subject and object closely resemble

the correspondents in Oj., A., the East Main C'ree of Horden, certaua

variants given by Lacombe in his Grammaire dc la Langue des Cris

(Montreal, 1874), and to a lesser extent the coiTcspondents in Ottawa.

The corresponding forms of Horden's future of the subjunctive, and

Lacombe"fe "suppositif" of the "subjoncttf," as well as the supposed

present subjunctive of Fort Totten C'ree also closely resemble them.

It goes without sayuig that the Menominee forms lack the nasal of

the Ojibwa, Algonkin, and Ottawa. On the other hand the various

forms of C'ree possess an extra syllable with w.

To sum up, we may say that although Menominee must be classed

by itself, yet it is perfectly clear that it belongs intimately with

Cree-Montagnais, etc., on the one hand, and with Sauk, Fox, and

Kickapoo on the other.

Sauk, and Close Linguistic Cognates

The differences between Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo consist of a

trifling modification of pronunciation, vocabulary, and idiom. Shaw-

nee is slightlj' removed from them. To facilitate the discussion of

the relations of the last-named language to them as well as the rela-

tions of the entire group, tables for the independent, conjunctive,

and subjunctive modes in Fox, and for the same modes in Shawnee,

are given.
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SHAWNEE

The forms' i—iiiM, them an., them man.; thou—him, them an.,

THEM iiian.; ye—him, them an., it, them inan.; he—you (pi.),

him, them man.; they an.

—

you (pi.), him, it, them inan. agree

with Ojibwa, etc., m structure. For the probable noteworthy agree-

ments with Peoria, see the discussion of that language. It is quite

clear that one of the Delaware dialects agrees ui the formation of he—
us (excl. and inch), they an.—us (excl. and inch), even if there is

but the form he—us (excl.) in the table to support the assertion.

Passamaquoddy agrees in the forms for i

—

you (pi.) him, them an.;

thou—him, them an.; ye intrans.; ye—me, him; he—us (excl.

and mcl.); he—you (pi.), him; they an.

—

him. It is probable

that the forms for he—them an. and they an.

—

them an. are

shared by Passamaquotldy (and Algonkm) but the phonetics are not

certain. The forms correspond nearly to the Fox possessive pronouns

for HIS (an. pi.) and their (an. pi.). It is unfortunate that the

inanimate forms of Passamaquoddy are not available, as they might

show further agreements with Shawnee. However, it may be noted

that I, THOU, YE

—

them (man.), ye—it agree also with Cree.

Natick curiously shows apparent agreement in he—us (inch), and so

presumably would he—us (excl.). However, they an.—us (excl.)

shows a different formation, and hence presumably they an.—us
(inch) would also. The agreement with Delaware, in the form for

he—-him may be noted in addition to the one already mentioned.

(For another one, see the discussion of Delaware, p. 277.)

The forms with the termination -pe, though unique, are certainly

to be associated with the Fox -pena even if the two do not entirely

coincide. Those with the termination -pwa make it certain that Shaw-
nee is related very intimately to Fox, etc., for no other Central Aigon-

quian languages have the termination, though it is found (modified

phonetically) ui Eastern Algonquian, and an allied form occurs in

Piegan. The forms for i, thou—it point also in this diiection.

The terminations of the two subordinate modes giveji agree with

Fox, Cree, and Micmac in lacking the nasal of Ojibwa and Peoria,

and Delaware, and the terminations are to be associated TOth those of

Fox. The w of the forms forhe, they (an.)

—

you is unique at present,

otherwise the forms are normal. The forms he, they an.—us (excl.)

are to be associated distmctly with the Fox correspondents, though

the syllable -ge- suggests the Ojibwa correspondents. The fii-st

person singular intransitive agrees with Delaware and'^Iicmac. i

—

thee at present is unique, but if complete schedules were available

for the various Delaware dialects and for the eastern subdivision of

the Eastern-Central branch, correspondents would doubtlessly be

found. I—IT, them inan. agrees with Delaware.

< In giving these statistics no account is taken o( such forms as are common Central .\lgonquian.
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Phonetically Shiuviiee differs somewhat from Fox. The sibilant

is retained in the cluster sp, which appears as 'j) in Fox though

retained in Ojibwa (but not in Peoria) : spcmegl on high, Fox a'pemegi

(see the discussion of Crec and Ojibwa, pp. 238, 261). The combina-

tion -w" is lost after i and a, as in Ojibwa: Shawnee hileni man.

Fox ineniw'^; Shawnee hugirnd chief. Fox ugimdw'^.^ It may be noted

that -w"' is lost after e under unknown conditions when corresponding

to Fox: pemde (Fox pemusdw") he walked on, piew" (Fox {pyavfi)

HE came. The combmation -wa- is lost medially under unknown con-

ditions: pyegi they went (Fox pyawAgi) as contrasted with hiwaki

(Gatschet, confu-sion of surd and sonant; Fox hkvAgi) they said. The
sound s of Fox is replaced by the mterdental surd spirant and the pre-

cedmg vowel is ordmarily syncopated: noda my father (Fox nosa),

TcdlcomderM our (mcl.) grand.iother (Fox Ico'lcomesendna) , "Oeda

MY elder brother (Fox nesesa). Corresponding to Fox, Ojibwa,

Menominee, etc., n, Shawnee has I and n under unknown conditions,

agreeing, however, with Peoria, Delaware, and (partially) Eastern

Algonquian m this use.

To sum up, we may say that while Shawnee has certain features

of its own, it stands nearest to Fox, and next to Eastern Algonquian;

in fact it stands nearly halfway between the two. It will be seen

that Ojibwa shares but these persons of the indejjendent mode,

namely, ye—them an., they an.

—

you (pi.), which are not shared

by Passamaquoddy. (No account is taken of the agreements

in the inanimate objective forms, as we have no correspondents

available m Passamaquoddy by which to test them.) On the other

hand, Passamaquoddy shares the followuig forms with Shawnee
which are not shared by Ojibwa: i

—

you (pi.), ye mtrans., ye—me;

THEY an.—HIM. The forms for he—us (excl. and incl.) presumably

are phonetic correspondents; those for he—them an. and they
an.—THEM an. probably are equivalents. The Passamaquoddy
forms for we (excl. and inch, intrans.), we (excl.)

—

thee, you;
thou—us (excl.); ye—us (excl.), coincidmg phonetically with the

respective Fox forms, are closely sinular to the corresponding Shawnee
forms. Accordingly, it may be that many of the apparent points of

contact with Ojibwa are due merely to the latter having certain points

in common with Eastern Algonquian antl Cree (this last has reference

particularly to the inanimate objective forms above noted). The
fact that Ojibwa in the independent mode shares only the ter-

minations for HE—us (excl. and inch), and they an.—us (excl.

and inch), with Fox as opposed to Passamaquoddy, while the latter

shares numerous terminations with Fox as opposed to Ojibwa, and at

' It is possible that tlie last cliange may account for tlie differences in certain persons of the independent
mode in Fox on the one hand and in Ojibwa and Shawnee on the other; but it is also possible to consider

the terminations as differing in morphologic structure. The same point occurs in certain other cases.

20903''—28 ETH—12 17
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the same time a goodly number of terminations with Ojibwa as opposed

to Fox—certainly points in the same direction. For Cree (Fort Totten)

likewise shares the terminal ions for he—us (excl. and incl.) and they
an.— us (excl. and incl.) with Ojibwa and Fox. Now Ojibwa shares

in the independent mode no terminations with Fox as opposed to Cree,

while the latter shares a number with Fox as opposed to Ojibwa

(see below), at the same time having some points in common with

Ojibwa as opjiosed to Fox (see the discussions of Cree and Ojibwa,

pp. 247, 267, 268). Therefore the fact that Ojibwa shares with both

Cree and Fox the terminations mentionetl ma}^ be j)ure chance. Now
if Ojibwa and Fox are only remotely connected, it is improbable on

the face of it that Shawnee, which is most intimately related to Fox,

should be closely connected with Ojil)wa also. Consequently, there

remain but few points of contact between Ojibwa and Shawnee
that are certain.

SAUK, FOX, AND KICKAPOO

We have seen above that Sauk, Fox, anil Kickapoo ' differ from

one another by very trifling modifications of pronunciation, vocabu-

laries, and idioms, and that Shawnee is intimately related to them.

The close connection of the Eastern Algonquian dialects is to be

noted. It may be well to show that the Shawnee forms for they an.

—us (excl. and inch), you (pi.) are much closer to the Fox forms than

the corresponding forms of Passamaquodily are to the latter, even

if the Shawnee forms are not absolutely identical with the Fox corre-

spondents. On the other hand, Passamaquoddy shares absolutely

with Fox the terminations in -pena which Shawnee onl}' approxi-

mates. Yet Passariiaquoddy shares the han preterite of Ojibwa (see

1 The first two are somewhat more closely related than either is to the third. In the disciLssions of the

interrelations of Algonquian languages it is to be understood that Sauk and Kickapoo.agree with Fox,

though this is rarely mentioned.

Characteristic ofSauk is the use of thcsingular for the plural alsoin the obviative (objective) ease, and in pos-

sessivepronouns of the third person (singular and plural). Thus Sauk u^4 7ifm6A.in"pyon;u'/ini means either

HIS noG IS COMING Of HIS DOGS -\RE COMING. The Fox expressions for these are, respectively, ut.inemohe-

m.ini pydniw An' , ul.incmdhema i pydniica'i (by chancein the phrase Sauk «M nfraoA.ini lacks the ;n sufHx

which Fo.x has; but even in Sauk the writer has heard the word with them sufBx, though (purely by acci-

dent) not in this particular phrase). Note, too.Sank /7.-M'a«'a neslcinaivdiro ncniwAni cemaincg'^ ant'tAmagutci

uslmchAn', which means either the wom.\n hated the uxs because her younger brother had been

SLAIN BY HIM. or the WOMAN H.\TEDTHE MAN BECAUSE HER YOUNGER BROTHERS HAD BEEN SLAIN BY IIIM.Or

THE WOMAN HATED THE MEN BECAUSE HER YOtrNGER BROTHER HAD BEEN SLAIN BY THEM, Or THE WOM.\N

H.\TED THE MEN BECAUSE HER YOUNGER BROTHERS HAD BEEN SLAIN BY THEM. In Fox SUch ambiguity

is impossible. See sections 34, 4,5 of the Algonquian sketch in the Handbook of .Vmerican Indian Lan-

guages (BuUetin iO, part I. of the Bureau of American Flhnology). Her younger brother and her

YOUNGER brothers are distinguished by the respective terminations -Ani and -a'>: the ob\iative,s man
and MEN would be kept apart by the identical respective suffixes: but the subordinate verb would never-

theless have the ending -t£i.

Kickapoo agrees with Fo,x against Sauk in these respects, and so miLst be counted as nearer the former

than the latter. Nevertheless in phonetics Kickapoo is further apart from them than either is from the

other. In Kickapoo a special feature is a weak « which is either heard as full sounding, as (i, or not at all.

Doctor Jones's and the writer's texts exhibit these variations, and strangely enough agree in such varia-

tions for the greater part. .Vn example is ngiindwtj, ugimiiha, ujimd" chief fselected from Doctor Jones's

texts; Sauk and Fox ugimdw). lu their native syllabary Kickapoo exhibit the variation of recording

and not recording the w.
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the discussion of tliat language, p. 269), and this feature forces us to

rank it as more distant from Fox than is Shawnee. The consonantic

chisters of Passama([uoddy, even if for the greater part these are

secondary and due to the phonetic ehmination of vowels (see the

discussion of Eastern subtype, p. 283), also point in this direction.

The fact that Picgan in certain persons of the independent mode

shows distinct affinities to Fox has been briefly mentioned above

and is treated more fully in the discussion of Piegan (p. 231).

We have seen that Ojibwa is connected only remotely with Fox,

but it may be noted that the Ojibwa subjunctive mode of the dubi-

tative conjugation corresponds to the Fox interi-ogative subjunctive;

but to what an extent the transitive forms agree is questionable, as

these are not given by Doctor Jones.

Peoria undoubtedly belongs with the Ojibwa group of Central

Algonquian languages; still there are some points of contact with

Fox. It should be noted that the sibilant is not retained before j)

as in Ojibwa, e. g. Ojibwa islqnming, Shawnee spemegi, Fox a'pemegi,

Peoria pdmingi above, in the sky. The fact that Peoria is in cer-

tain respects phonetically' more archaic than Ojibwa makes certain

terminations of the intlicative seem to resemble Fox i-ather than

Ojibwa (see the section on Ojibwa, etc., pp. 267, 271) ; but there is one

termination, namely, that for tiiey an.

—

it, them inan., in whicli the

question of phonetics does not arise and which agrees entirely with

Fox as opposed to Ojibwa.

The relation of Natick to Fox is not particularly close. In the

discussion of the former language it is pointed out that most of

the present suppositive mode corresponds to the Fox present sub-

junctive and that certain persons of the "praeter" suppositive mode
correspond to the Fox potential subjunctive.

From the statistics given in the discussion of Menominee it mil be seen

that there are no certain agreements with Fox (Sauk, Kickapoo) that

are not shared also by C'ree and Montagnais, while Menominee shares

quite a few t erminations with Cree and Montagnais wliich are not shared

by Fox. The forms that are pecuhar to these four languages, with the

possible exception of Natick in the first two—the orthography is not

clear—are he—him, them an., they an.

—

him, them. The agree-

ment of. Delaware (one form) with these four dialects in the forms

for I—HIM, them an., thou—him, them an. is noteworthy. The

fact that the inanimate plural in the objective forms of the inde-

pendent mode in Cree-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo

is expressed by the same forms as the inanimate singular as opposed

to Ojibwa, Algonkin, Ottawa, Potawatomi, and Sha^\^lee, is remark-

able. Peoria presumably agrees with the first group.

The agreement of Ojibwa, Fox, Cree, and Montagnais in the form

for they an.—us (inch) of the independent mode may be noted, as also
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the agreement of Fox, Ojibwa, Cree, Montagnais, and Delaware (one

form) in the t ermination for he—us (excl.). (Note that Fort Totten

Cree agrees with Fox and Ojibwa in the forms for he, they an.—us
(excl. and inel.).)

Fox, Shawnee, Cree, Montagnais, and Natick lack the nasal in the

present subjunctive whicii Ojibwa, Peoria, and Delaware have. It

will be seen that Cree agrees with Fox, as opposed to Ojibwa, in the

forms WE (excl.)

—

thee, you; he—us (excl.). Note that Algonkin

agrees with Fox and Cree in the first two instances and approaches

them in the last. Presumably Ottawa agrees with Algonkin in the

last form as it does in the first two. Few transitive forms of the

Peoria present subjunctive are available, but it is certain that Peoria

is in substantial concord with Algonkin and Ottawa. The Cree

forms with the third person plural as subject or object correspond to

the similar Fox participial forms. In some of these forms therefore

Ojibwa seems close to Fox, but most of them are entirely different in

structure from both Cree and Fox. Cree and Ojibwa agree in the

form for i

—

you (pi.) as opposed to Fox. The remarks made concern-

ing Cree apply with certain limitations to Montagnais. (For these, see

the discussion of that language, p. 248.) It is a matter of great regret

that so few Peoria subjunctive forms are to be found among Doctor

Gatschet's papers; for the Peoria conjunctive agrees in the forms for

the third person plural animate as both subject and object (with the

apparent exception of the forms we (inch)

—

them an. and they an.

—

IT, THEM inan.) with the Fox participial rather than with the Fox
conjunctive, resembling Cree in the case of the present subjunctive.

Now, as may be seen by reference to the Algonquian sketch in the

Handbook of American Indian Languages, the ternunations for the

conjunctive, subjimctive, and participial are closely allied; hence it

is very jirobable that the Peoria subjunctive is in similar agreement.

(See, however, p. 271.) It is remarkable that Micniac in the con-

junctive, though lacking the nasal, agrees with Peoria in that many
forms in which the third person animate plural is either subject or

object coincide with the Fox participial rather than with the sub-

junctive; but the forms for ye—them, he—them, they—yov cor-

respontl to the Fox conjunctive, not participial. The forms for

HE

—

him; they an.

—

him, them an. differ in structure. (See the dis-

cussion of the Eastern subtype of Eastern- Central major division of

Algcmquian languages, p. 287.)

In the discussion of Montagnais it has been pointed out that the

"suj)p()sitif " of the "motle subjonctif " is allied with the Fox poten-

tial subjunctive. It is repeated here to emphasize the northern

affinities of Fox.

The relations of Fox to Delaware may be briefly dismissed. That

Delaware shares in the independent mode the forms for i

—

him,
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THEM, and THOU—HIM, THEM ail. with Fox, Menominee, Montag-
nais, and Crce has been already pointed out as well as the agreement

(one form) with Fox, Ojibwa, Cree, and Montagnais in the termina-

tion for HE—us (excL). The concord of Delaware, Fox, Cree, and
Montagnais in the ending for they an.—us is of importance in that it

shows the northern relationsliips of Delaware, but a striking simi-

larity is to be found in the fact that Delaware has a correspondent,

though altered considerably phonetically, to Fox -pena. As noted

above, this termination is found alone in Fox but has correspond-

ents in Eastern Algonquian and Piegan, and Shawnee approximates

it. The forms which have the equivalent oi -pena in Delaware are:

WE (excl., and inch?), intransitive; we (excl.)

—

thee, you (pi.),

him; THOU—us (excl.); YE—us (excl.). In all these, however, Dela-

ware has another form as well. The forms for we (inch) are not

given by Zeisberger, but it is reasonable to beheve that they would
be the same as the inclusive forms, that is where they would occur,

with the substitution of h' for n' . It may be added that Delaware
has a correspondent to the Fox conjunctive mode. (For other

points, see the discussion of Delaware, p. 277.)

Ojibwa and Close Linguistic Cognates

The following compose this group: Ojibwa, Ottawa, Potawatomi,
Algonkin,and (somewhat removed from them) Peoria, etc. A feature of

the gi-oup is the accretion of a nasal. Delaware agrees with the group
in this respect and this is to be considered a special point of contact with
the Ojibwa group. Examples are: Fox utci whence, Ojibwa, Peoria

ondji, Otta.-wa undji (Gatschet), Delaware untschi; Fox aneta some,
Cree atit (for the phonetics, see the discussion of Cree, p. 239), Ojibwa
anind, Peoria alenda, Delaware alinde; Fox Andgw"- star, Cree atalc,

Shawnee alagwa, Peoria alangwa, Ojibwa and Algonkin anang, Dela-

ware allanque. Other examples can be readily found by consulting

the tables of verbal terminations. The formation of the negative

verb by means of a sufl&x ssi (or slightly varying forms) apparently
is found in no other Algonquian languages. Examples are: Ojibwa
Tcdwin Tciwdbamigossi he does not see thee, Jciwdbamigossig they
DO not see thee; Peoria wapamissolco do not look at me, kikdlin-

dansiwa she did not know (Fox Tce'Tc + dne + ita-), Ottawa Tcawimshe

kikikdnedissiwalc (Gatschet) they are not yet acquainted with
each other {^oyikl-\-Tce"k + dne + t%-[-wAg'^ they had known each
other), a sibilant is retained before p (as in Menominee and Shaw-
nee) in Ojibwa, Otta-wa, and Algonkin, though not in Peoria (the

writer can give no information about Potawatomi on this point) : Cree
Tclcpin (klspin) if, Ojibwa kishpin, Ottawa klcpin; Algonkin kicpin;

Cree ishpimik above, Ojibwa ishpiming, Peoria pdmingi, Shawnee
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spemegi, Fox a peinegi (cf. Menominee icpdmiyA ovEii and above).

It is pointed out in the section on Sauk, etc., that Shawnee shares

the loss of -wa with Ojibwa after i and a, e. g.. Fox ineniwa, Menom-
inee itianiwa, Cree (Moose) ileliw, Shawnee hileni, Ojibwa ineni,

Ottawa nine, Potawatomi nene (Peoria Idni-a; see below) ; Fox
ugimdw'^, Menominee olcemdw", Cree okimaw, Shawnee hugimd,

Ojibwa ogima, Algonkm okima, Ottawa ugima (Gatschet), Peoria

Icimd. Final wa is lost after e{a) in Ojibwa, Algonkin, Ottawa, and

Potawatomi: Fox i'kwdw'^ woman (Shawnee ^'kwaw'^), Cree iskwe'U,

Ojibwa i'hwd, Algonkin ilcwe, Ottawa 'kue (Gatschet), Potawatomi

kwa (Gatschet).

OJinWA, POTAWATOMI, OTTAWA, AND ALGONKIN

According to Dr. William Jones, Ojibwa, Ottawa, and Potawatomi

are very closely related. This opinion is confirmed by Doctor

Gatschet's notes and by personal information. Doctor Jones makes

the observation that Potawatomi has a tendency to slur over sylla-

bles; this also can be confirmed from Doctor Gatschet's notes and the

writer's persojial information (e. g., nenwAg men, Ojibwa neniwAg).

Following is the table for the Ojibwa independent and subjunctive

modes, taken from Bishop Baraga's Grammar of the Otchipwe Lan-

guage (second edition, Montreal, 1878). The second n of nin in the

independent mode is the accretion spoken of above. Under certain

conditions it is omitted. Presumably Algonkin agrees in the usage.

(It may be noted that apparently the dialect of the Mississippi band

of Ojibwa at White Earth, Minn., does not completely agree with

the usage given by Baraga in his paradigms.)

The very close relationsliip of Algonkin may be seen from the tables

showing the Algonkin present, independent, and subjunctive modes,

extracted from Lemoine's Dictionnaii'e Fran^ais-Algonkin (Quebec,

1911).
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Tho independent mode will be discussed first, we (excl.)

—

thee,

YOU a<;;rees in structiu'e ^^^th the correspondents in Ottawa, Potawa-

tomi, Natick, and Peoria (the writer hicivs a form to prove this for

Peoria in the form we (excl.)

—

you, but the inference is justifiable).

They approximate the Menominee correspondents, we (excl. and

incl.)—IT agrees in structure with Ottawa and the Cree of Fort Totten;

WE (excl. antl mcl.)

—

them man. agrees with Ottawa (it will be

remembered that in Cree the third person plural inanunate coincides

with the singidar). he—them an., and they an.

—

them an. agree

with Passamaquoddy in formation.

The subjunctive mode now ^\t11 be taken up. we (excl.)

—

thee,

YOU agree in formation ^^^lth Cree, Fox, Shawnee, Natick, Delaware,

and presumably also with Peoria. (The correspondent in Ottawa

for WE (excl.)

—

you is not absolutely certain: see below.) The
Ojibwa correspondents are passives in structure; the same may be

said of the same forms of the Ojibwa mdependent mode, we (excl.)

—

him, thou—HIM, HE intrans., he—me, he—us (excl.), he—him,

HE—THEM an., they an. intrans., they an.

—

me, they an.

—

him,

they an.

—

them an., they an.

—

it, them inan. are conjunctives in

structure and agree (with the regidar phonetic differences) absolutely

•with the corresponding forms in Fox, and with the exception of

HE—us (excl.) and they an.—us (excl.) (which differ slightly in struc-

ture, though exhibiting the same type of formation) also with those of

Shawnee. Peoria agrees with the Algonkui forms under discussion

m the terminations for we (excl.)

—

^him, thou—him, he intrans.,

HE

—

me, he—HIM, THEY an. intrans., they an.

—

him, they an.

—

it,

THEM inan. The Algonkin form for they an.—us (excl.), though

agreeing with Ojibwa in the final syllable, nevertheless agrees with

Fox (and partially with Shawnee and Cree) m morphological forma-

tion. It should be noted that the structure of he—us (excl.) and

they an.—us (excl.) is fundamentally the same m the corresponding

forms of the Fox, Shawnee, Cree (and Peoria?) subjunctive; the

Fox, Shawnee, and Peoria conjunctive; the Fox and Shawnee
participial.

With the exceptions noted above, Algonkin agrees completely with

Ojibwa in the present tense of the independent and subjunctive modes.

The writer's personal experience with Ottawa was confined to a few

hours at Carlisle; hence but a brief description can be given.

S3'Ilables are slurred over as in Potawatomi, though probably not to

so great an extent. Examples are kwdbAmim ye see me, Jcminin i give

THEE. Final n is almost inautUble; compare the suppression of final

m, n, I in Nass (Handbook of Ameiican Indian Languages, part 1,

p. 288). In some cases the writer has consistently recorded the sound

as a mere aspiration, e. g. in the independent forms for we (excl. and
incl.)—HIM, HE—us (excl. and mcl.). In the objective forms of
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THEM iium. iho wiitiT has consistently recorded the terminal n as

full-sounding, as also in the forms for i

—

it, thou—it, he—him,

HE

—

them an., he—it, they an.

—

him, them an., they an.

—

it. In

the remaining cases wliere final n is to be expected in the independent

mode, excepting the form for i

—

thee, the writer has been inconsistent

in the recording and non-recording of the sound in question. The
problem is furtlier complicated by the fact that the informant likewise

spoke Ojibwa, and gave certain forms with the terminal n as Ojibwa

and the correspondents without them (at least to the writer's ear) as

Ottawa. Hence it is possible that confusion of dialect may account for

the apparent inconsistency noted above. It may be mentioned that the

late Doctor Gatschet's notes on Ottawa show forms without terminal

71 when etymologically expected; but the writer can not say whether

the former was consistent in his usage. Another point in phonetics

worth noting is that the terminal vowel in the forms i

—

him, thou—
HIM, y'E—him is distinctly aspirated. Surd and sonant when terminal

are extremely hard to distinguish. This applies especially to d and t.

The writer is convinced that with the possible exception in the forms

HE

—

thee, it, they iuan., intransitive, of the subjunctive, Ic does

not occur terminally, and that forms which sound as if containing

this really end in strong (impure) sonant g. Medially surds and

sonants are far easier to keep apart. Corresponding to Ojibwa and

Algonkin terminal ng in the subjunctive the writer consistently heard

a post-palatal y without a following stop.

Turning now to the verbal forms of the present independent and

subjunctive which show the general relationship of Ottawa to other

members of the group: In the independent mode the forms for we
(excl. and mcl.)

—

it, them inan.; we (excl.)

—

thee, you agree in for-

mation with Algonldn as opposed to Ojibwa. (The form for we (excl.)

—thee, you Tc
—ninim is noteworthy for the difference in plionetics as

compared with the Algonkin correspondent.) In the same mode Ot-

tawa agi'ees with Ojibwa as opposed to Algonkin in the forms for he—
them an., they' an.

—

them an. Distinctive of Ottawa (apparently) is

the fact that the form for they an.

—

it is the same as they an.

—

them
inan. In the subjunctive it may be noted that the forms for we
(excl.)

—

him, thou—him, he intrans., he—me, he—him, he—them
an., THEY' an. intrans., they' an.

—

me, they an.

—

him, they an.

—

them
an. are subjunctives (cf. Ojibwa) and not conjunctives (cf. Algonkin).

The forms that the writer received for he—us (excl.), they an.—us

(excl. and inch), they an.

—

thee, they an.

—

you are passives in

formation, probably due to some misunderstanding. The structure

of WE (excl.)—THEE (and presumably we (excl.)

—

you) agrees with

Algonkin as opposed to Ojibwa. It should be noted that the form

for THEY an.

—

it, them inan., andwdd, apparently is absolutely

unique, but the form evidently is to be associated with it, them iuan.

in objective forms of the independent mode.
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The writer's personal information on Potawatomi is too slight for

him to make very tlcfinito statements concerning its precise relation-

ship with Ojibwa, Ottawa, and ^Vlgonkin. As stated above, all are

very intimatety related. Potawatomi agrees with Algonkin and
Ottawa in the structure of the form for we (excl.)

—

thee, you of the

independent mode as opposed to Ojibwa. On the other hand it agrees

with the latter language in the formation of we (excl., and presum-

ably inch)—IT, THEM inan., of the same mode as opposed to Ot-

tawa and Algonkin. Potawatomi possesses some marked charac-

teristics of its own in the formation of the independent mode; we
(excl.)—HIM {n—dmin) and we (incl.)

—

him (k—dmin) have no corre-

spondents in any Central Algonquian language noted thus far. The
forms resemble strongly the inanimate correspondents, but the instru-

mental m (not t) distinctly proves that they must be animate. The
component elements are the respective intransitive correspondents

combined with the common objective pronoun, third person animate,

a. The plurals of the forms under chscussion must have had a similar

structure, they an.

—

you (t

—

gom) is unquestionably a passive in

formation. Apparently they an.

—

it has the same termination as

THEY an.

—

them inan.

Owing to phonetic differences, Cree, Menominee, Ojibwa, Algonkin,

Ottawa, Delaware, and Passaraaquoddy seem to agree in the forms

for he—ME, THEE as opposed to Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, Shawnee, and
Peoria, but Penobscot and Montagnais demonstrate that the phonetic

change, though the same in the dialects mentioned, is merely a parallel

development and has no significance in deteiTnining the ethnic rela-

tions of the tribes. The umlaut of Passamaquoddy in the fonns

demonstrates that the change in that dialect at least was a very recent

one. In the same way Ojibwa -dm is merely the phonetic equivalent

of Fox xmw" and Peoria -amwa.

The Ojibwa present, of both independent and subjunctive modes
wiU now be discussed. Bearing in mind the comments made above

on Algonkin, Ottawa, and Potawatomi, tliis will make clear the

general linguistic relations of the entire group. The special points

of Peoria are considered below. It may be mentioned here that

ortUnarily in the statistics of linguistic agreements given tlu'oughout

this paper the agreement of Algonkin, Ottawa, and Potawatomi with

Ojibwa is not noted. Where the agreement of Peoria is important,

the fact of the agreement is noted. We will begin with the inde-

pendent mode.

As noted in the discussion of Fox, Ojibwa shares no terminations

with that language which are not shared by Cree except the termina-

tions for HE, THEY' an.—us (incl.) which are allied to the forms for

HE, THEY an.—us (excl.) and they inan. intrans. (Fort Totten

Cree agrees mth Ojibwa and Fox in they an.—us (mcl.).) For
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tills reason wo can definitely state that Ojihwu lias few, if any, special

points of contact with Fox. As is pointed ont in the discussion of

Shawnee, Ojibwa shares the following fonns with that language:

I—HIM, THEM an.; thou—HIM, THEM an.; ye—HIM, THEM an.; he—
Tou (pL), him; they an.

—

you (pi.), him. It will be observed

that Passamaquoddy likewise shares these fonns except that for

YE

—

them an. It should be noted that the Shawnee forms for

I, thou, ye, he, they an.

—

them inan.; ye, they' an.

—

it certainly

are closely connected with the Ojibwa correspondents. It is unfortu-

nate that the Passamaquoddy equivalents are not available. How-
ever, it should be noted that Cree agrees in general structure with

Shawmee in these forms with the exception of he, they an.

—

them
inan., they' an.

—

it. On account of the unsatisfactory material at

our disposal, it is best to abstain from a discussion of the relations of

Ojibwa to Delaware regarding the independent mode here and refer

the reader to the section dealing with Delaware. It will be noted

that Ojibwa and Natick show some very marked agreements in the

independent mode, namely, in the terminations for the first (excl.,

and inch ?) and second persons plural as both subject and objects.

Owing to the deficient orthography, it is difiiciUt to establish other

close relations with Natick, but it is clear that in a considerable

number of cases Natick cUffers from Ojibwa. With Cree, Ojibwa

shares no forms that are not shared also by other Algonquian

languages outside the Ojibwa group. (Forms are lacking to prove

this for WE (inch)

—

him, them an.; but the inference can be made
with certainty.) The same applies to Menominee. The Menominee
forms for we (excl. and inch), ye intraiis., ye—me approximate the

Ojibwa correspondents, but it should be noted that in these cases

Natick likewise resembles them. The same applies to i, we excl.

—

Y'ou. (The form w^e (inch) intrans. is lacking, but the analogy of we
(excl.) intrans. permits us to infer the form.) The agreement of Cree

and Menominee with Ojibwa in the forms of i, thou—it, and their

approximation in the forms for y'e—him, them an. should be noted;

as also the approximation of the Cree form for ye—it.

We will now proceed to discuss the subjunctive. The presence of

the nasal as in Algonkin, Ottawa, Potawatomi (?), Peoria, and Dela-

ware will be noted. But Ojibwa has little in common with the last

language in tliis mode outside the presence of the nasal. The ter-

minations of the third person animate, plural, as both subject and

object, for the greater part are in -wa. It should be noted that Peoria

differs most from Ojibwa in the same persons of the conjunctive

and hence presumably (see below) in the subjunctive. Algonki^

and Ottawa agree with Ojibwa in this formation. It is a matter of

regret that a table for the Potawatomi present subjunctive is not

available, as it would be of great assistance in determining the pre-
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cise relations of that language to the other members of the division.

A similar formation is found in Menominee and also in CYee (East

Main). See the section on ^lenominee. Owing to phonetic changes,

Ojibwa and Cree seem to agree often as opposed to- Fox, Peoria, and

Shawnee, but this is quite accidental. The terminations for we
(excl.)—THEE, YOU are really passives in formation; Algonkin and

Ottawa represent the original type. The formation of the termi-

nations of HE—ITS (excl.), THEY an.—us (excl.) is characteristic of

Ojibwa, ([uite irrespective of the fact that the last ends in -wa. The
forms are certainly allied to the forms for we (excl.)

—

him, them
an. The termination for i

—

you agrees with Cree and Peoria as

opposed to Fox. Exclusive of the formations mentioned, the agree-

ment between Ojibwa, Cree, and Fox in this mode is remarkable.

There are a few other points to be considered. Ojibwa can form a

preterite in han. Cree and Delaware have a correspondent and the

formation of past tenses of subordinate modes by means of tliis

suffix is an important point of contact between these languages. It

'is remarkable that Montagnais, though sharing the formation m the

indicative, apparently lacks it in subordinate modes. Penobscot and
Malecite likewise share the formation in the indicative, but the writer

can not say whether they use it in the formation of past tenses of

the subordinate modes. However, here we find a point of con-

tact with Eastern Algonquian. Peoria has a similar formation but

with a suffix pa. So far as known to the writer, its use is confined

to the mdependent mode. Delaware possesses the same formation

and it is also used to build up past tenses of subordinate modes. It

is found also in Xatick but seems to be confined to the independent

mode. In Micmac it is attached to the conjunctive mode (which

is used as an indicative) to form a past tense of the indicative;

it is used in the subjunctive also, to judge from I'Abbe Maillard's

Grammaire de la Langue Mikmaque (New York, 1869). On the same
authority it may be added that Micmac apparently has the equivalent

of the Ojibwa ban preterite, but only in the subjunctive, not else-

where. These features make the Micmac forms seem so strange.

To sum up, Ojibw'a cliief linguistic relations are with Ottawa,
Potawatomi, Algonkin, and (somewhat removed) with Peoria (see

below). It has relations also with Eastern Algonquian and Cree;

it is apparently but distantly related to Fox (also to Sauk and
Kickapoo); it apparently has important pouits of contact wdth
Shawmee, but, as stated in the discussion of that language, these, for

the greater part, may be due to the fact that Shawnee hasmuch in com-
mon with Eastern Algonquian. Ojibwa and Delaware, exclusive of

the nasality and the ban preterite (both of which are striking), have
not very much in common, but the trouble may be with our material.

Ojibwa is not closely related to Menominee.
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PEORIA

It was noted above that Peoria ' certainly belongs to the Ojibwa
group, as is shown by the accretion of a nasal and the formation of

the negative verb. However, it possesses some strongly marked
traits of its own. First of all, it has both n and I corresponding to

Ojibwa, Menominee, Fox, etc., n imder unknown conditions, and it

agrees with Shawnee and Delaware in tliis use and to a certain extent

with Eastern Algonquian. Further, a sibilant is not retained before

p as it is in Ojibwa, e. g., pamingi, Ojibwa ishpiming, Fox a'pemcgK

Below appear the tables of the Peoria independent, conjunctive, and
subjunctive modes so far as the writer has been able to construct them
from Doctor Gatschet's notes and texts. The transitive fonns of

the indejjendent mode are all taken from texts. Apparently Doctor

Gatschet mistook the conjunctive for the independent. The confusion

of surd and sonant has been left imchanged.
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Owing to the fact that Peoria phonetioaUy is more archaic than
Ojibwa in some respects, some of the forms of the indepemlent mode
seem to reseml)le more closely Fox than Ojibwa (the same applies to

the conjunctive mode). But passing these over, Peoria lias at least

.these formations wliich have no correspondents in Ojibwa: i

—

tou
(pi.); WE (excl.)

—

thee; they an.—rr, them inan. The first two
agree with Algonl^in, Ottawa, Potawatomi, and Natick, the last

with Fox, Cree, and Menominee. It is a matter of regret that

Doctor Gatschet made no systematic collection of indicative forms,

as some of them might prove to be important in establishing the

relations of Peoria. However, from the meager terminations that

the WTiter has been able to collect, it is possible to infer with cer-

tainty the forms for i

—

thee, thou—hem, thou—them an., ye—me,

YE—HIM, YE

—

them an., he—YOU, THEY an.—THEE, THEY an. YOU;
and these confirm us in maintaining that Peoria belongs with Ojibwa,

Ottawa, Algonkin, and Potawatomi. The form for he—us (excl.) is

extremely interesting: unless there is a phenomenon similar to that

in Ottawa, and unfortunately we have not sufficient material to deter-

mine tliis, we have a point of contact with Shawnee (which geo-

grapliically would not be surprising) . If the form in question is really

identical mth the Shawnee form, then we can infer with absolute

surety that the forms for he—us (inch), they an.—us (excl. and
inch) agree with their Shawnee correspondents.

The Peoria conjunctive and subjunctive are discussed in the sec-

tions dealing witli Cree and Sauk. The terminations of the con-

junctive, in wliich the tliii'd person plural animate is subject or object,

correspond to the Fox, Shawnee, and Ojibwa participial mode. Now,
as in Algonquian the terminations of the conjunctive, participial, and
subjunctive are verj' closely alhed, we may infer that the Peoria sub-

junctive in these persons agreed with the conjunctive. It will be

observed that, with the apparent exception of the terminations for

he—them an. and we (inch)

—

them an., these forms would agi-ee

(as do those of the conjunctive) with the Cree subjunctive. (Inreading

Doctor Gatschet's texts the writer has met with -atci antl -awatci, the

terminationsfor he—him, them an., they an.

—

him, them an., respec-

tively. These are true conjunctive forms. The question hence arises

to what an extent his notes giving the forms in the table should be

accepted. The true conjunctive forms agree with the Fox and Shaw-
nee correspondents of the same mode, and with the Algonkin corre-

spondents of the subjunctive mode.) Even substituting the Ojibwa
participial for the subjunctive in these persons, they an.—us (excl.)

represent a different structure from that of the Ojibwa correspondent;

note also the same difference exists in the form for he—us (excl.) (see

the discussion of Algonkin and Menominee, pp. 252, 265) . they an.

—

IT, them inan. is a true conjunctive and agrees exactly with the Fox
and Shawnee form of the same mode, and the corresponding Algon-
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kin form in tlu> sul)juiictive mode. It should bo notiood that iV[ic-

mac partially shares the feature of the Peoria conjunctive. In the
other forms of the conjimctive Peoria agrees with Fox (Shawnee
nearly), Algonlvin, Cree, and Micmac (treating conjunctive and sub-
junctive as interchangeable) in the terminations for we (excl.)

—

THEE, you; he—us (excl.)
;

(with Natick also in we (excl.)

—

thee,'
you); withOjibwa, Algonkin, and Cree in the form for i

—

you (pi.).

The other forms call for no comment.
From its phonetics Peoria, as said aliove, seems to resemble Fox

closely in some particulars. But its more northern relationships are

shown by the fact that the nominative plural of the inanunate noun
ends in a, agreeing absolutely with Cree, and also by the fact that it-

shares with Cree and Montagnais a set of terminations that correspond

to the Fox interrogative conj unctive and subj unctive, but lack the final

syllable ni, whereas Ojibwa and Algonkin have the n even if the final

vowel may be lost.

In closing the discussion of Peoria it should be mentioned that

this language, together with Fox, Sauk, Kickapoo, and Shawnee, are

the only Algonquian languages in which every animate noun and
inanimate noun are known positively to end in the nominative singu-

lar in a and i, respectively (excluding cases in which wa is lost pho-

netically in Shawnee). It is possible that others also may share tliis

feature. Menominee and Ojibwa should be especially investigated

with a view to securing additional information on this point.'

Natick

That Natick belongs to the Central subdivision and not to the East-

ern subdivision of the Eastern-Central major division of Algonquian

languages is patent from the personal terminations of the verb in the

present tense (aflirmative form) of the inchcative and suppositive

(subjunctive) modes. Compare the following tables, extracted from

EUot:^
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The terminations of the "jjia-.ter" tense of the suppositive mode
are patently alUed to those of tlie present tense of the same mode.
Tlu' distinctive mark is a final s. It will be observed from the

ft)llo\ving table that the endings for he—me, he—him, he—them
an. correspond to the Fox potential subjunctive:
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Ojibwa wdhi, Fox wdpi; wonkqussis fox (really a diminutive), Ojibwa

UHi'guc: anogqs star, Ojibwa anang, Delaware aljanque, Peoria

ahuigwa. Fox AiiagW", Cree atak (for the phonetics, see the discussion

ofCree, p. 239).

The lexical corres])ondence with the dialects of the Central subtype

is far greater than is indicated in Trumbull's Natick Dictionary.

(The same may be remarked of the Pequot-Mohegan material pub-

lished by Speck and Prince.) However, at the present time it is

impossible to say in which language the greatest number of corre-

spondents are to be found.

Delaware

Zeisberger's material as contained in his grammar ' is not good :

^

The forms of the various dialects are given without assigning each

form to its proper dialect (see Zeisberger, p. 11.3, footnote); in the

same paradigm some transitive forms have instrumentals, while

others lack them; the spelling of one and the same personal termi-

nation is frequently absolutely inconsistent (e. g., -que, -Ice); some

passives are given as active transitive forms, and in at least one

instance (possibly in more; see below) an inanimate objective form is

given as animate. Under these unfortunate conditions the tables

here given for the present indicative and subjunctive are bound to

contain errors, for in the absence of Delaware informants represent-

ing the three dialects the writer has had to use discrimination as to

the rejection or retention of certain forms. For this reason it is

impossible to make very definite statements concerning the general

relationships of Delaware among Algonquian languages. Yet the

tables will have one result at least, albeit a negative one, namely, that

the common supposition that Delaware is intimately connected with

Eastern Algonquian (Micmac, Malecite, Passamaquoddy, Penobscot,

and Abnaki) is certainly a mistaken one. On the possibility that

the three Delaware divisions, Munsec, Unami, and Unalachtigo, were

really separate tribes, each having special points of contact with

different Central-Algonquian languages, though mutually intelligible,

and that the apparent unity was only political, see page 279.

' A Grammar of the Langiiage of the Lenno Lenape or Delaware Indians, Philadelphia, 1830.

2 others also have criticized Zeisberger adversely (see Brinton, The Lenape, p. 105, Philadelphia, 1885,

who holds that the criticisms were unnecessarily severe. Correct his last reference to 1SG9-70, p. 105 ff ).
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will now bo <:;! veil : n\—awak, k'-—uwak i

—

tiiem an., thou—them an.,

rospiH-tivcly, have correspondents in Fox, Menominee, and Cree-

Montagnais; k'—aiuawa ye—him agrees with Menominee and Cree-

Montagiuiis; («,' ?)

—

gunanak, (F ?)

—

gunanak they an.—us (excl.

and incl., respectively) agree wath Fox, Fort Totten Cree, and Ojibwa
(tlie former also with the Cree of Horden and Montagnais) ; ¥—guwa
HE—YOU (pi.) has a correspondent in Shawnee, Passamaqnoddy, and
Ojibwa; V—guwawak in^Y a.i\.—you (pi. ), one in Fox, Menominee,
and Cree-Montagnais ; n'—gun, k'—gun have counterparts in the Mon-
tagnais forms for on—me, te, respectively; w'-—he (intrans.) has a

correspondent in Eastern Algonquian, -u he intrans. corresponds to

Fox, Shawnee, and Peoria -wa, Cree -w, Montagnais -u; -gok they
an.

—

them an. is a passive and corresponds to Fox -gogi; tlie forms

n'-, k'—II, len; k'-; k'—i; -wak; n'—k, k'—k, n'—gook; k'-
—gook are

common Central Algonquian ; k'—ihenook ye—us (excl.) is a plural-

ized form of k'—ihhena: t'

—

awawak ye—them an. agrees with

Menominee and Cree-Montagnais and illustrates the same formation;

-awall they an.

—

him (with phonetic differences) is close to the

Ojibwa correspondent: if w'- is to be restored, it coincides exactly;

as it stands it agrees with the Passamaqnoddy correspondent; the

forms n —gchhena, k'—gehhimo are palpably passives and really should

not have been included; -gol he—him, to judge from Sliawnee and

Passamaqnoddy, is really a passive; as a plural they an.

—

him,

it seems an extension of this; cf. n'—geneen (graphic variant for

n'—guneen); the same applies to k'—geneen (Fox ke—gundna;

there are correspondents in Ojibwa and Cree) ; w'—anawak (pre-

sumably a variant of w'—anewak) in its last part decidedly resembles

Cree mowanewun they (indefinite third person plural animate) are
eating them (third person plural animate) ;

' so it is clear that the

terminations witli newo are built up on some such sj'stein, though it

is possible that some of the forms contain inanimate objects, not ani-

mate objects as given in the table (see the tables of the Ojibwa and

Algonkin independent mode, pp. 26.3, 264). The forms n'—an.
k'—an,

w'—an are clearly of the same formation as Malecite kfian thou
tellest him; tian, otian he tells him (stem ti); unfortunately there

is no example available in Malecite for i

—

him. The forms with inani-

mate object(s) show the same type of formation as the Xatick corre-

spondents. The conjectural initial k' restored by the -writer is con-

fiirmcd by Sapir's notes. In closing the discussion of the independent

mode it may be pointed out that it is impossible for one and the same

dialect to contain both k'—guwa and {k' ?)

—

guwawak (see the tables

for Fox, Cree, Shaw^loe, and Ojibwa).

The present subjunctive does not require so detailed a report. It

has the nasal as have Ojibwa and Peoria, but otherwise the forms are

'Horden, p. US.
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far closer to Fox and Natirk. The forms witli the third jierson

animate, singuhir and plural, as subject are the same in structure as

those of the latter in nearly all cases and represent a formation other-

wise unknown in Central and Eastern Algonquian. Some of the

terminations seem peculiar to Delaware.

The forms -inke they an.

—

me, -inde we (excl. or inch ?)

—

them,

whicli, ft)Ilowing Zeisberger, one would be forced to consider transi-

tive forms of the sulsjunctive, in reality are indefinite passive con-

junctives (Fox -igi, -etci, Peoria -ingi, -anda, respectively). Again

following Zeisberger, -geyenke, -geyane, -geyeque they an.—us

(excl.), THEE, YOU, respectively, would have to be considered transi-

tive forms, but they are simple passives. The termination -amanque

WE (excl.)—THEM an. really contains an inanimate object (see

the tables for Fox and Ojibwa). Observe that i

—

it has an exact

correspondent in Shawnee. Certain persons have n' and fc' prefixed

indiscriminately in the same forms and have been omitted from the

above scheme as unreal {n and A'' are suggestive of the indicative).

Delaware has a p, and panne preterite. The former is shared by
Peoria, Natick, and Micmac; the latter is found in Ojibwa, Cree,

Montagnais, Malecite, and Penobscot (for the combination of both in

the subjunctive mode, see the discussion of Ojibwa, p. 269).

The suffix of the future -tsch is presumably the same as Fox -ted*

VERILY.

It should be mentioned that Delaware has a relative mode that

corresponds to the Fox, Shawnee, Micmac, and Peoria conjunctive.

The forms given are too few to constitute a complete series but the

important point that the first person singular intransitive ends in

-ya, as in Shawnee (cf. Micmac), is certain.

Delaware has consonantic clusters but to what an extent is not

clear from the inadequate phonetic system employed by Zeisberger.

Some of these clusters are due to changes of a sibilant with a voice-

less stop, e. g., u'xkwdu (Sapir) woman, Cree isJcwe'u. Others are

patently due to the ehmination of vowels, e. g. , n'milguneen he gives
us (excl.), Fox neimnegundn", tulpe titrtle, Abnaki tolha, Scaticook

tiUlpds (really a diminutive), Natick tmnuppasog (pi.). Others are

due to tlie combination of the signs for the preterite with the final

consonant of the present. A nasal before stops agrees with Peoria

and Ojibwa in this use as opposed to Fox, Shawnee, Cree, Montag-
nais, and Menominee. The origin of other clusters is quite obscure.

It is doubtful whether there are true long consonants in Delaware;

there is reason to suspect that their apparent existence is due merely
to a faulty or deficient phonetic system.

It was .shown above how Delaware exhibits great diversity in

points of contact with other Algonquian languages; attention may
here be drawn to the fact that since Fox and Shawnee are closely
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related to each other and both to the Eastern Algonquian languages

{see the discussion of Sauk, Fox, etc., p. 258), agreement on the part

of Delaware with any of these would imply a certain amount of agree-

ment with the others, and as Fox has some decided points of contact

with Cree, a similar state of affairs exists as to the latter language.

However, these generalities do not answer specific questions. Though
it is hazardous, as noted above, to give an opinion on the subject, the

writer ventures to believe that Delaware as Zeisberger has presented

it is not a single dialect but a composite. The facts of the case prob-

ably will be best satisfied by assuming one dialect the closest relation-

ship of which was with Shawnee, but which shared with Fox (the pho-

netic representative of) -'pena (Shawnee -fe), and another the closest

relationship of wliich is mtli Cree-Montagnais, both of which assumed

dialects had points of contact with Ojibwa and Natick. In the opinion

of the writer there is not sufficient evidence at present to warrant the

belief that another dialect had especially close relations with Eastern

Algonquian, though it is possible there was a dialect that shared a

few forms with Eastern Algonquian that were not shared by the

other Delaware dialects. But all these theories must remain con-

jectures more or less plausible till all the Delaware dialects shall have

been entirely restudied with tlie aid of living informants.

EASTERN SUBTYPE

The existing dialects composing this group are Micmac, Malecite,

Passamaquoddy, Penobscot, and Abnaki. As mentioned above,

these are all characterized by peculiar consonantic clusters and by
certain grammatic terminations. However, as compared \\\t\\ Black-

foot, Cheyenne, or Arapaho they belong in the Central group, for

there are numerous patent correspondents to the latter in vocabu-

laries and in the discussion of Sauk, Fox, etc., it has been shown how
intimately they are related to Fox and Shawnee in the verbal termi-

nations. The correspondence in vocabulary with the Central type

is far more general than has been supposed. Tlie peculiar termi-

nations are not very startling and show no more specialization than

those of other Algonquian languages of the Central subtype. The

pecuhar terminations of the Micmac verb are due to the fact that the

supposed indicatives are really correspondents to the Fox conjimctive.

So in its last analysis the consonantal clusters are the distinguishing

feature of the group. Below is a list of consonantic clusters in

each of the following: Micmac (from one of the ^Titer's longer texts),

Malecite (from one of Mr. Mechling's longer texts), Passamaquoddy

(from one of Doctor Gatschet's texts, of moderate length), and

Penobscot (from Prof. J. Dyneley Prince's glossary in his article on

Penobscot in Amer. Anthr., n. s., xu, No. 2, 183-208, 1910)

:
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The somivDWol ir occurs after b, k. g, s, tl.\ t<i, jd-, sk\

The folio wiiif^ clusters of three consonants occur: nisi-, stele, std.

The initial clusters that occur in the text are: sic, sp, hn, Icn, ib,

ps, si, tl. The semivowel w in initial comhinations occurs only after

Ic and (J.
The clusters which occur tcrniinally are: kt, lie, ptc.

PASSAMAQUODDY

Initial
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The semivowel iv occurs after t, g, d, I, m, sk, mk, tc.

The oniy true consonantal clusters observed initially were si', sp.

After initial g and k, w occurs. The only final consonantic cluster

noted was ps.

The following long consonants were noted: kk, pp, II, ss.

Two clusters of three consonants were observed: hsk, nsk.

An examination of the tables will show that the old view that

Micmac alone of Eastern Algonquian dilTered especially from Central

Algonquian by reason of clusters, is incorrect.

The consonantal clusters of such words that have known equiva-

lents in Central Algonquian are due for the greater part to the elimi-

nation of vowels. Thus Micmac kesaptug after he looked at it

(for kesi + din + t + tig: Fox kicdpitAg') , u'^pk in the morning (Fox

wdbAg'). iriAndu devil (Fox mAnitdW), elmied he went on (Malecite

elimialit when he (obs.) went away, Fox initial stem Auemi yon
way); /iflno, Penobscot alno&e Indian (Shawnee TiiZeni, Ojibwa inem,

Fox ineniw^, Cree iyiniw man) ; Penobscot spuniki heaven, Abnaki
spenik heaven (Passamaquoddy spemek high, Cree islvpimxk, Ojibwa
islipinnng, Shawnee spemegi. Fox a'pemeg', Peoria pdmingi (cf. Me-
nominee AcpdmujA) ; Micmac kospemk at the lake (Passamaquoddy
k&spemuk on a lake; Cree kuspamuw road which goes beside tim-

ber where there is water) ; Penobscot pehonkik in the north
(Fox pepdn'+a'kig'); Penobscot ivdhtegua wild goose (for wob- cf.

Fox wdpi-, Natick wompi- white) ; Penobscot n'weweldamen i know
IT {-el- = Fox -dne-) ; Micmac elmodjig dogs ; Malecite ul&mus (really

a diminutive), Delaware aZum; Ojibwa am/ftos/i, Fox Anemo'^, Natick

armm, Cree atim (for the phonetics see the discussion of Cree, p. 239)

;

Abnaki kidaani'm' (Sapir) thy stone (Fox keta'senium', cf. Abnaki
s/7i' stone) ; Malecite k'Pmi/seha (Sapir) ye run (Fox kepemusdpwa)

.

When a vowel is lost after I (corresponding to Fox n, Shawnee and
Delaware I) and a consonantal cluster arises tliis way, or if the I thereby

becomes iinal, the preceding vowel takes an o (m) tinge; if the preced-

ing vowel be i, then o attaches itself thereto. To make clear the

examples of this it is necessary to state that the cluster pw becomes p
or h (note that pw does not occur in the tables given above). Thus
Malecite kAnirmol i see thee (stem nimi; intervocalic instrumental

h lost), Passamaquoddy ktekAinA\ i strike thee {-m- is an instru-

mental ])article) ; compare Fox ke—ne, Shawnee ke—le; for Malecite

kAnim\o\\>a i see you (pi.), Passamaquoddy ktekmvi\pa i strike you
(pi.); cf. Fox ke—nepwa, Shawnee ke—lepwa. (It may be as well to

mention that Fox ke—nepwa is made up of ke—pwa and ne, and is not

a morphologic unit.) Micmac dagAmulkw°- he strikes us, inclusive,

corresponds to Fox -meiiAgwe, in which m is the instrumental particle,

e the phonetic insert, iiAgwe (Shawnee -lagwe) the termination for
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HE—-US (incl.) of the conjunctive mi)(l<'. The participial -ultitcig in

Micniac (and tlie corrosponding forms of the other dialects) corre-

s])onds to Fox -ndUcigi^^in which n is the instrumental particle, e the

phonetic insert, ti the sign of reciprocity, tcigi the third person animate
intransitive of the participial.

It slioukl be noteil that the elimination of vowels sometimes causes

nasals and liquids to become syllabic, a phenomenon which Sanskrit-

ists call samprasdrana, e. g. Passamaquoddy mhwaxsan red stone
(pipe) (cf. Fox meclcw- + Asen^)

.

Especially should it be observed that the clusters, consisting of a

sibilant + Icor p, are kept exactly as in Cree (see the discussion of Cree,

p. 238). Thus Cree amisk beaver, Stockbridge (Edwards) a7nisque,

Ojibwa ami'lc, Delaware amochlc, Fox ame'kw"', Shawnee hamakwa,
Peoria amakwa, Abnaki pepSnemeskS winter beaver, Micmac pHl-

urnskiv beaver of third year (Rand) ; Cree miskaweiv he finds him,

her, Fox me'lcawdw" he finds him, heu, Natick miskom he finds it,

Malecite inuskuwan he found her; Cree ishpimilc above, Ojibwa
ishpiming, Fox a'pemegi, Peoria pdmingi, Shawnee spemegi, Menominee
icpdmii/A above, Penobscot spumti heaven, Abnaki spemk heaven,

Passamacjuoddy spemeJc high; Cree huspamuw road which goes
beside timber where there is water, Micmac JcdsTpemk at the lake,

Passamaquoddy kuspemulc on a lake; Cree iskwew w^oman. Fox
i'lcwdw'^, Natick squaw, Delaware ochqueu, Micmac Icesigo-eskw" old
woman. Since sp and sk are original, it is probable that st is like-

wise. The cluster is not common, and the writer has not found in

Central Algonquian analogues as yet to such words as contain it.

Yet it is perhaps possible to establish the claim indirectly. Micmac
Jcesewistodiclj means after they had finished speaking; it is to be

presumed that the std corresponds to Fox 'to (see section 21.7 of the

Algonquian sketch in the Handbook of American Indian Languages,

part 1). The 't points phonetically to an original *st. These clusters

strongly point to a more northern origin than Fox had.

It is true that the origin of many clusters can not be explained

at present, but it is not unreasonable to believe that the application

of the foregoing principles wiU explain many more when our knowl-

edge of the languages shall have increased, and perhaps phonetic

laws yet to be discovered will account for the remainder. For the

consonantic clusters in Piegan, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Eastern

Algonquian are so fundamentally different that it is improbable that

any of their types are original. It may be assumed, then, jirovision-

ally that the Central type, from which true consonantic clusters are

lacking, with certain limitations, shows the most primitive condition

of Algonquian languages.
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All original o or u under unknown conditions seems to umlaut the

vowel of the preceding syllable to o, u, as does postconsonantal w.

Thus, Malecite tiogul he was told; tliis stands for *tegdV (of. Shaw-

nee otegoV HE WAS told) , in which o—gd¥ is the passive termination

and te the initial stem. Penobscot ¥nanviogona he sees us (inch),

Abnaki F namiogonna are additional illustrations. The terminations

arefor*A:e

—

guna (cf. Shawnee); -he-, the instrumental + the e insert,

has suffered the changes shown above and the Ji is lost ; the stem is

nami. Passamaquoddy ndelcarmigun he strikes us (excl.) and

Melcamugun he strikes us (incl.) are for *ne—meguna and *]ce—
megunxi, respectively; m is the instrumental particle;/ the phonetic

insert which has been umlauted to u. Other examples of this umlaut-

ing will be mentioned in the discussion of the verbal endings. Exam-
ples in which a w (either maintained or lost) has caused umlaut are:

Penobscot namiukw he sees me (for n'n-), Abnaki n'namiok, Passa-

maquoddy Tidekamuk he strikes me (Fox ne—gwa; rest explained

&hQYQ) -jTctelcamulc he strikes thee (Fox te

—

gwa).

Below are tables of such forms of the Passamaquoddy independent

mode (present tense) and of the Micmac conjunctive (which is used

like the indicative) mode as the writer has been able to extract from

Doctor Gatschet's papers.

PASSAMAQUODDY PRESENT INDEPENDENT MODE
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In comparing the forms with other i\Jgoii(|uiaii languages it is

necessary to keep in mind the phonetic changes hinted at above.

In the Passamaquoddy independent mode the u and w umlaut occurs

in the forms for he—me, us (incl. and excl.), thee; they an.

—

me,

US (excl. and inch), thee, you. The agreement in the use of I with

Shawnee, etc., in contrast with Fox, Ojibwa, Crec, etc., n should be

noted; also the elimination of vowels and the phonetic changes

involved.

Wliile treating of the linguistic relations of Fox and Shawnee, it

was necessary to treat Passamaquoddy at some length. It was

shown that Passamaquoddy is very closely related to Fox on the

one hand and to Shawnee on the other. The form for we (incl.)

—

them an. approximates most closely the corresponding Cree and

Montagnais form, though not identical with them. The relationship

is the same in the case of we (excl.)

—

him. This last approximates

the form in Cree, Montagnais, Delaware (one form), and Ojibwa; it coin-

cides with the analogue in Natick and by chance with that in Chey-

enne. We say by chance, as Cheyenne has no other special agreements

with Eastern Algonquian, whereas, as was pointed out in the discussion

of Fox, Natick happens to share another termination. The form for

they an.—us (incl.) approximates the Cree, Montagnais, and Me-
nomiiice analogues. The agreement of the last named with Passama-

quoddy is undoubtedly fortuitous, due simply to the fact that

Menominee as well as Eastern Algonquian shows certain aflEinities with

Cree-Montagnais. The form for ye—them an. apparentlj- is the

same as that for y'E—him. The form for they an.—us (excl.) is

based on the same formation as they an.—us (inch). The fact that

Passamaquoddy shares certain persons of the independent mode wdth

Ojibwa was shown in the discussion of Fox. But it should be noted

that all such persons are likewise shared by Shawmee.

There is given below a table of the Abnaki present independent

mode so far as the writer has been able to extract the terminations

from Doctor Sajiir's notes:
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A (l(>tailed discussion is uncalled for. It should, however, bo noted

that Abnaki ag^rees with Fox as opposed to Shawnee (and Passama-

quoddy) in the forms for ye—him, them an. Initial n apparently is

lost before certain consonants. Tliis accounts for the strange appear-

ance of certain forms. The form for we (excl.)

—

him agrees with Fox
as opposetl to Passamacjuoddy. he—us (excl.) is the equivalent of Fox
ne—gopena, of the indefinite passive, independent mode. It may be

noted that Malecite agrees with Passamaquoddy in tliis respect.

From Doctor Sapir's notes it would seem that in Malecite a faint final

w is retained after ¥ where etymologically required, which is lost (or

at least not recorded by Doctor Gatschet) in Passamaquodd}^. The
MT-iter's available material is too scanty in the case of Malecite and

Penobscot to give tables for them; but it is certain that they agreed

essentially with Passamaquoddy and Abnaki.

As Eastern Algonquian shows certain points in common with

Cree-Montagnais as opposed to Ojibwa, etc. (see pp. 238, 284) it may
.be that the pAn ])reterite is really a pomt of contact between East-

em Algonquian and the former; but this is forcmg matters, as cer-

tain personal endings of Eastern Algonquian agree with Ojibwa,

etc. (those shared also by Shawnee), as opposed to Cree-Montagnais.

(For additional points of contact between Eastern Algonquian

and Cree-Montagnais, see p. 245, in the discussion of the Micmac
conjunctive.) Despite the usual view of the subject, the I'clations

of Eastern Algonquian with Delaware are not close. On consult-

ing the tables given in the discussion of Delaware it will be seen

how few terminations of the independent mode phonetically coin-

cide with those of Passamaquoddy. There are no agreements be-

tween the two that are not shared either by Fox or Shawnee; as a

matter of fact, Delaware agrees in some cases with Fo.x as opposed

to Shawnee and Eastern Algoncjuian. But, as was shown in the

discussion of Delaware, the existing material is poor, and it is

clear that the several Delaware dialects had different linguistic

relations. At present, however, there is not sufficient evidence to

show that any one of the dialects had especially close relations with

the Eastern branch of the Eastern-Central group of Algonquian

languages.

A table of the Micmac conjunctive from Doctor Gatschet's notes is

here given because the one from the writer's notes and texts contains

too many unfilled schedules. The table is supplemented by the form
for HE—us (excl.), Amet, and these intransitive forms are given:

I WE (excl.) WE (incl.) thou ye he they (an.) it, they (inan.)

-i -ieg -igwa -in -i/o -d -d}i(j
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The forms which Doctor Gatschet gives as -adl and -adidl are con-

sidered broken Micmac at St. Anne de Restigouche. The current

forms are -Adjl, -adidjl, yet one of the informants, a woman upward

of eighty, constantly used the forms given by Doctor Gatschet. The
question of dialectic variation must be taken into account, as Doctor

Gatschet's material came from New Brunswick. Final surds and

sonants are exceedingly hard to distinguish at St. Anne de Resti-

gouche, but this difficulty is not encountered with those occupying a

medial position. In the opinion of the writer there are, finally,

neither true surds nor sonants, only intermediates.

A detailed discussion of the forms is uncalled for. There is I cor-

responding to Fox n, of course, but the forms themselves morpho-

logically approximate very closely the Fox analogues; as was pointed

out in the discussion of Sauk, etc., however, certain terminations

resemble the Fox participial rather than the subjunctive, thus par-

tially agreeing with the Peoria conjunctive and the Cree subjunctive.

The termination for the first person singular intransitive apparently

coincides phonetically with the Shawnee and Delaware analogue.

The form for he—us (excl.) is important as showing the fact that

the relations with Ojibwa, Delaware, and Natick are not close. It

should be noted that the forms with the third person singular ani-

mate as subject suggest relationsliip with the Fox subjunctive rather

than conjunctive. The terminations -adl and -adidl certainly con-

tain the obvialitive I, but though the former is clear enough in for-

mation {-ad + D, the latter is not.

It may be noted that there is another conjunctive form for the

third singular, namely, -tc, e. g., pemietc when he walks along;

this resembles closely the Fox analogue. The other terminations

seem to be based on the ordinary conjunctive mode with the addition

of a suffix ( ?) (J
with certain phonetic modifications.

There is a dual, e. g., hispanadidjig they are tired, as compared
with Tcispanedjig they two are tired. The actual terminations

seem to be the same; the -di- on the face of it apparently corresponds

to Fox -tl-, the sign of reciprocity. Tliis is brought out by such

expressions as mAdndidjig they (more than two) fought. The
analysis of the example is niAd to fight, w instrumental particle, -di-

reciprocal sign, -djig terminations. The expression then means
THEY fought TOGETHER, the idea of plurality or duality originally

not being expressed. Then the later restriction of such forms to

plurality would be merely a specialization.

To sum up the general relations of Eastern Algonquian, we may
say that the group is very intimately related to Fox and Shawnee;

next, to Cree-Montagnais; not closely to Ojibwa; and remotely to

Delaware and Natick. The relations with Piegan are not sufficiently

clear to justify a positive statement, but it should be observed that
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certain personal terminations of the independent mode have close

analogues (which are shared by Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, and partially

by Shawnee).

The material at the writer's disposal does not permit a strong

characterization of the inilividual traits of the various dialects com-
posing the Eastern subtype of the major Eastern-Central division of

Algonquian languages. According to J. Dyneley Prince and W. Mech-
ling (personal communications), Penobscot, Abnaki, Passamaquoddy,
and Malecite are more closely related to one another than any one is to

Micmac. According to information received, Micmac can under-

stand Malecite without much dilliculty. A characteristic of Micmac
is the apparent lack of forms corresponding to the independent mode
of the other ilialects ; but the latter have forms corresponding to the

Micmac conjunctive. The preterite "indicative" of Micmac is based

on the conjunctive, whereas in the other dialects it is based on the

forms of the independent mode; but the principle of formation is

alike. According to Prince, the differentiation of Penobscot and
Abnaki is comparatively recent. The writer, however, does not

consider Abnaki nasahzed vowels archaic; on the contrary, he

believes the Penobscot pure vowels more original. Passamaquoddy
and Malecite are very similar to each other and may prove to be

practically identical. In closing the discussion of the Eastern sub-

type, the writer thinks it well to add that in his judgment the /' which

appears in the works of the older writers was an intermediate between

r and /.• hence the}' recorded it with the sound with which they

associated it.

Summary

Algonquian tribes linguistically fall into four major divisions:

Blackfoot, Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Eastern-Central. The Black-

foot major group shows some unmistakable signs of contact with

Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo of the Central subtype and with Eastern

Algonquian. Cheyenne exhibits affinities wath the Ojibwa subdivi-

sion of Central Algonquian, though it has also some rather northern

affinities. It is premature to venture an opinion with which language

or languages Arapaho is to be most intimately associated. The
Eastern-Central major division is divisible into two subtypes. Central

and Eastern. The Central subtype has further groupings within itself:

Cree-Montagnais, Menominee, Sauk, Fox, Kickapoo, and Shawnee;

Ojibwa, Ottawa, Potawatomi, Algonkin, and Peoria; Delaware (see

the discussion of this language, p. 279), and Natick. Eastern Algon-

quian may perhaps be divided into two groups, Micmac, on the one

hand, and the remaining extant dialects (which, collectively', may be

designated Abnaki), on the other. The very intimate connection of

Eastern Algonquian with Sauk, Fox, and Kickapoo, as well with

20903°—28 ETH—12 19
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Shawnee, shoiilil be emphasized. Owing to the pecuharity in Micniac,

noted on page 289, it is not possible to be so confident as to whether

this rehitionship extends as intimately in this language; but the con-

junctive mode points in this direction.'

1 It will be noticed that on the accompanying map showing the distribution and interrelation of the

Algonquian dialects (pi. 103), there are many names of dialects not dealt with systematically in the tt^xts.

This is because the e.xisting material did not make such treatment feasible. The author does not doubt
that Nanticokc, etc., are Algonquian dialects. (I)r. Frank G. Speck, of the University of Pennsylvania,

has kindly made tor the use of the writer extracts from manuscripts in the library of the American
Philo-sophical Society, demonstrating that Nanticoke belongs to Ihe Eastern-Central major division of

Algonquian languages. Unfortunately verbal forms were practically absent; so until our knowledge of

Unami, Unalachtigo, and Munsee shall be more extensive, it will not be possible to settle definitely the

exact posit ion of Nanticoke. Hence it is probable that the other southern Algonquian dialects along

the .\tlantic coast belong to the Eastern-Central division.) In this connection it may _be stated that

Pennacook is assigned to the Abnaki-Micraac group, partly for geographical reasons, partly on account of the

history of the tribe. The early French and English writers can not be relied on regarding the intimate

or remote relationships among the various Algonquian dialects, except where they can be corroborated

by existing dialects. The reason for this is not far to seek. As before stated (p. 237). the Central .\lgon-

quian dialects are very intimatelyrelated, and philology at the time had not reached a point where fine

distinctions could be made. It will be remembered how recently it has been possible for philology to

determine the interrelations of the dialects ^vithin the major divisions of Indo-European languages, and
how deficient even to-day is our knowledge of the interrelations of tlie major divisions of those languages.

Moreover, inaccuirate phonetics would blur out many distinctive points. It is simply a waste of time to

attempt to unravel the vagaries of the orthography of the older ^Titers in the case of dialects existing to-day.

The accompanying map does not attempt to represent the distribution of Algonquian dialects at any one

period. It will be remembered that our knowledge of the various tribes was not synchronous. It would
have be^n feasible to make a map showing their localities, with dates, provided the interrelations were not

shown; but the prime object was to show the interrelations. (A case in point is the localization of the

habitat of the Sauk. They were first kno^vn in the eastern peninsula of Michigan, only later in the localit y
shown on the map.) The authority for the localizations can usually be foimd in the Handbook ofAmerican
Iniiajis iSulktin SO, B. A. E.). With respect to the map the following departures from the color scheme

should be noted: Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton formed part of the Micmac territory. Mani-

toulin Island and the peninsula between Georgian Bay and Lake Huron were occupied by Ottawa and

the peninsula between Lakes Superior and Michigan east of the Menominee by Chippewa.

It may be noted that under the name Abnaki, the .\bnaki (properly speaking), Malecite, Passama-

quoddy, and Penobscot are included.

The form Chippewa on the map follows that of the Handbook of .\merican Indians; the form Ojibwa.

in the text conforms to the orthography of the Handbook of .\merican Indian Languages (BuUelin 40,

B.A. E.).

From Edwards' Observations op the Language of the Muhhekaneew Indians, reprinted in Mass. Hist.

Coll., 2d ser., x (Boston, 1S23), p. 81 ff., some notes may be made on the language of the Indians of

Stockbridge, Mass., though imsystematically. The words a misque skiver, spummuck HE.^VENat once

show the dialect does not belong with Delaware. So does paumscauk we (excl. gr incl.?) walking
(Fox pdmusdyag' or -yigw) by lacking a nasal in the pronominal ending. The words npihtuhquisseh-

nuh WE ARE TALL, nme€ts€hnuh we eat (both exclusive in formation) demonstrate that the dialect is

not to be associated with Natick, Delaware, or the Abnaki group. The termination n—nuh suggests that

the termination for WE incl. intrans. was k—nnh: this last coincides with a variimt Cree correspondent

given by Lacombe. On the other hand n~nuh and k—nuh resemble very much the Menominee corre-

spondents save the lack of the m syllable. On a later occasion the writer will rctiu-n to this particular

point. Here it may be said that the m + vowel is not so vitally important as the other portions of the

termination. The phonetics of metooque wood are also against intimate relationship with Cree. The

word ktuhwhunoohmith i love you resembles closest the Natick form; but nduhwhunuw i love him

has a different look. The phonetics of noj/i my father .suggest affinity with Delaware; cf. jiuiao my
father (Sapir). These notes were made subsequent to the printing of the map (pi. 103).

It is needless to say that all Algonquian tribes and subtribes could not be shown on the map for want

of space.



ADDENDIBI

It was impossible to insert in the text the results of the \vriter'9

field work in the summer, autumn, and winter of 1912, but the most

important results may be summarized briefly here.

Piegan (of Montana) has whispered vowels terminally after w and

nasals; x is distinctly post-velar; final k is distinctly aspirated. Gros

Ventre (Atsina) sheds little light on Araj^aho, sharing with the latter

practically all deviations from normal Algonquian. Potawatomi dif-

fers more from Ojibwa, Ottawa, and Algonkin than these do from

one another. According to communications from Doctor Sapir of the

Geological Survey of Canada and Doctor Radin of the International

School of Ethnology and Arclieology, the Ojibwa dialect at Sarnia,

Ontario, seems to be highly specialized. The intimation given in the

section on Delaware tiiat Zeisberger's material represents no single

dialect was borne out by the writer's experience with the Munsee of

Kansas and the Delaware of Oklahoma. Apparently no distmction

can be tirawn to-day between Unami and Unalachtigo. The pho-

netic system of Zeisberger is very deficient. Every stop occurs as

surd, sonant (after nasals), surd aspirate (terminally), and glottalized.

A^oiceless I occurs medially before consonants in both Delaware and

Munsee, and terminally in tlie latter (where it seemingly is lost in the

former). Long consonants are common, also consonantic clusters,

owing largely to elimination of vowels. Umlaut is caused by w. On
the whole, both Delaware and Munsee have suffered very considerable

phonetic changes from normal Central Algonquian ; Munsee is by far

the more archaic of the two. In Munsee whispered vowels occur

initially, medially, and terminally (after w). In Delaware seemingly

tliey are found medially and terminally after w. In both, s, y, w, and I

occur glottalized as well. The variety of fonns given in the table is

due in part to dialect mixture, in part to phonetic changes. Some of

the forms are due possibly to mishearing; some contain double

objects; others seemingly are to distinguish third persons; still others

owe their origin to causes which are unknown although the forms

exist to-day. The statement that one dialect had the closest rela-

tions with Cree-Montagnais and another with Shawnee, is wrong.

Zeisberger's inadequate phonetics were wrongly interpreted. It is

clear that both Delaware and Munsee are closely related and, though

tliey can not be easily classed with any other large gi'oup, it is clear

that they approximate the Ojibwa group in unportant points, and
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(Ottawa in particular. Phonetically, however, in some points they

appruxiiiuite more closely Peoria and otlier languages belonging to

tiie same group. (Zeisberger does not distinguisli -F [Fox -g*] and

-kw" [Fox -gw"]: both are written -k; the case of -mvf, wliich remains

in Munsee but undergoes certain changes in Delaware, is somewhat
smiilar.) From Doctor Sapir's notes it would seem that the Dela-

ware of Oklalioma ami that of Canada (Smoothtown) differ in certain

points.





1 Comparative Table

Absaki. Ojibwa

or THE Cree (Moose and Fokt Totten), Menomisee, Fox, Shawnes, pAssamaquoddv.

AuwsKis, Peoria. Natiok, and Delaware Independent Mode, PgESE*T Tense

Al'PISNDIPES

Comparative Table of the (^bee (Moose and East Main), Fox, .Shawnee, Ojibwa. Aluonkin. Peoria,
Natick, and Delaware Subjunctive Mode, Present Tense 3. Comparative Table of the Fox, .Shawsbe, Michac, a»d Peoeia Cow™or.„ Mode
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Page
Abali^ne shell, ornaments of 143

Abnaki language—
description 280, 283, 284, 285, 286-287, 2S9, 290

examples in comparison with

—

Cree 238, 239

Delaware 238, 290

Fox 238, 239

Micmac 238

Natick 290

Ojibwa 238

Passaraaquoddy 239

Peoria 238, 239

Shawnee 238, 239

Stockljridge 238, 290

pronunciation 228

relationships 289

Abnaki tribe—
linguistic investigations among 225

reference to 290

Accompanying papers, note on 21

Ackerman, Thomas, reference to 37

AcoMA Pueblo, references to 158,159-160

Adams\ille , Ariz. . references to 34-35, 112

ADMINISTRATn'E REPORT 9-22

Adobe construction, description of 80

Agave fiber, use of 118

Age or Casa Grande, references to 33, 105

Agua Fru. Valley, ruins in 215-216.218

Ainsworth's ranch—
reference to 210

ruins on , 21

1

Akutchin , ancient Pima settlement 36

Alarcon. route of 186, 20S

Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, refer-

ence to 101

Algonkin language—
conjunctive mode 272

description 261-262, 264-269

examples in comparison with

—

Cheyenne 2.'!3

Cree 243, 244,

245, 250, 251, 252, 259, 260, 261 , 262, 272

Cree-Montagnais 259

Delaware 243, 244, 261

Fox ... 244, 245, 252, 259, 260, 261, 262, 271 , 272

Kickapoo 259

Menominee 243,

244.245,2.50,251,252,259,201,262,271

Micmac 272

Montagnais 272

N'atick 233,243,244,250,251,271,273

Ojibwa 243, 244,

245,250,251,252,261,262,271,272,273

Ottawa 233,

245, 250, 251, 252, 259, 260, 261, 262, 271

Page
Algonkin language—Continued.

examples in comparison with—continued.
Passamaciuoddy 24.'i, 273

Peoria 2,33, 245.

250, 251, 252, 260, 261, 262, 271, 272, 273

Potawatomi 259, 262, 271

Sauk 259

Shawnee 243, 244, 245,

251, 252, 256, 259, 261, 262, 271, 272, 273

indicative mode 273

pronunciation 226-228

relationships 238, 244, 289, 290a

subjunctive mode 260

Algonquian languages—
pronunciation 226-228

summary of linguistic investigations. . . 225-226

.\LGONQuiAN TRIBES, linguistic Classification—

memoir on 22,221

linguistic major divisions 229

Alibamu. researches among 12

American Museum of Natural History.

archeologic explorations by 18

Ancients, The. reference to 42

See also Hohpkam, Inhabitants.

Animal effigies, clay (Casa Grande) 134-135

Anticosti Island, reference to 290

Antiqihties of United States, preservation

of 10,17-18

Antonio Azul, Pima chief 34

.\NTs, in P'ima legend 49, 50

Anza, Lieut. Col. Juan Bautista de, visit

to Casa Orande .57

Apache—
baskets used by 147

in Pima flood legend 51

pictographs 197. 201

references to 34, 44, 5C, 68, 61, 70, 195, 217

Arapaho language—
consonantic clusters 284

description 234-237

pronunciation 226-227

reference to 225

relationships 22, 229, 237, 280, 289, 290a

See also Atsina, Gros Ventre, Northern .\rap-

aho.

Archeology in relation to ethnology 42

Architecture—
of Casa Grande 72-74, 154-155

of Oila-Salt Compounds 150-152, 156

Arizona—
age of niins ; 150

antiquities 17

archeologic work in 13,18

ascultural center 157
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Pago
Arizona—Continued.

(Cemnil) iliuil composilion of ruins 151

clift'-dwcllings 151

collections from 20

fetish from 122

nat ional monuments 18

(Northern) dual composition of ruins 151

fabrics from ruins 148

pottery 137, 139

shell work 144

researches in 9

shells among aborigines 143

(Southern) cliff-houses 151

lacking in modern pueblos 152

pictographs 214

pottery 139

(Western) early explorations in 186

pictographs 214

Aerow-heads (Casa Grande) 130

Arrow-shaft polishers (Casa Grande) 126

Attacapa, researches among 12

Atsina, linguistic classification of 234

See also Oros Ventre.

AWATOBl

—

disposal of dead 117,118

pottery 139, 141, 156

Axes, stone (Casa Grande) 123-124

Aztec—
references to 54, 186

traditional association with Casa Grande. 33

See also Mexico (ancient inhabitants).

Aztec Pa.ss—

fort below 210-211

origin of name 208

references to 206, 207, 211

road through 204

Baat, legendary Pima maiden 52

Baca Grant, reference to 208

Baker's r.\nch house, ruins near 201-202

Balls, stone, from Casa Grande 93-94, 131

Bancroft—
cited a.s an authority 45

on Sedelmair's account of Casa Grande. . . 56

Bandelier—
cited as to Coronado expedition 54

description of Casa Grande 69-71

on Pima 69-72,152

Pima legend from 45

Banghart ranch, reference to 201

Baraga, Bishop—
Ojibwa modes from 262-263

references to 227,239

Bartlett, John Russell, account of Casa

Grande 66-68, 88

Basketry—
Casa Grande 147

Gila-Salt region 156

Pima 147

Quahatika 140

Batke miner.1L claim, fort near 215-216

B.vtre, Mr., acknowledgment to 216

Beads, stone (Casa Grande) 131

Benham collection of Gila Valley antiqui-

ties 119

Bernal, Capt. Crist6bal M., reference to. . 54

BfeXAR ARCHIVES, reference to 16

Pago
Big Burro Canyon, reference to 209

Bill Williams River, references to. . 186,208,209

Bilo.xi, researches among 12

Bird, idol in form of (Casa Grande) 121

Bitter Man, The, in Pima legend 43-44,60-61

Black Falls ruin, reference to 157

Blackfoot language—
cluster sMn 234

reference to 186, 225

relationships 22, 229-232, 235, 237, 289

Black's Ca.n-yon, clilY-house at mouth of.. .197-198

Black's ranch, references to 195,196,197

Blackwater, .\kiz.—

pictographs near 148

references to 37, 62, 115

Bloods, linguistic afRnit ies of 229

Boas, Dr. Fr.\nz, work of 15

Bolton, Prof. Herbert E., work of 16-17

Bone implements. Sic Implements.

Brasseur de Bourbourg, cited as to Casa

Grande 53

BRtNTON, Dr. D. G, on work of Zeisberger. . 275

Browne, J. Ro.ss, work of, cited 53,62

Burials. See Mortuary customs.

BurroCreek, .Vriz., reference to 209

Buzz-iRD, in Pima legend 49,50,52

Caborca, reference to 218

Cactus, giant, in Pima legend 44,52,61

C.\DDO.iN TRreES. history of 17

C.iiuENCHE. reference to 209

Cakchikellangu-ige, manuscripts in 12

Cauche, description of 82

California tribes, reference to 102

Camp Hu.^l.ip.u, references to 1S6, 206,211

Cane cigarettes. See Cigarettes.

Cane game, in Pima legend 52

Canyon de Chelly—
clifl-houses 219

potter;- 139

C.\NY'ON Diablo, ruins in 13

Cape Breton, reference to 290

Carusle (Pa.) Indun School, linguistic

investigations at 225

Carnegie Institution of Washington,
acknowledgment to 239

Carson, Kit, reference to 62

Cartier, reference to 290

C.VSA Bl.\nca. reference to 71

Casa Gr.inde, .\riz —
application of name 79-80,87

memoir on 25

origin of name 33

Casa Grande Mount.\inS, Ariz.—

pictographs found in 148

reference to 36

.Casa Grande St.\tion..\RIZ., reference to... 72

Casa Montezuma, designation of Casa

Grande 33, 34

See also Monteztmia.

C.1SA3 Grvndes (Chihuahua)—

pottery 137,142,156

reference to 54

type '51

CisAS Grandes of the Gila l">3

CastaSeda de Nagera, Pedro de, refer-

ences to 53,117
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Page
Catali.n.v Mountains. A kiz.. reference to 36

("AVATE—
dwellings, tj-pes ot 188, 219

use of term 193, 194

Cedar, used at Casa Grande 146

Central Algonquian i_\nguages—
divisions 233

examples in comparison with—
Cheyenne 233

Cree 233,239,245

Menominee 249, 251

Ojibwa 245

Potawatomi 245

reference to 290

relationship with Micmac 2S3

Ceremonial rooms—
reference to 142

types of 150

See also Kihus, Kiva.

CuACO Canvox, N. Mex., declared national

monument IS

Charcoal, magic power of 47, 52

Chaves Pass, turquoise frog from 131,144

Cherokee Nation, researches in 12-13

Chevlon Fork, reference to 220

Chevlon EtJiN , reference to 139

Cheyenne division of Algonquian languages,

relationships of 229, 289

Cheyenne language—
consonantic clusters 284

description 232-234

inanimate plural of nouns 274

pronunciation 226

reference to 225

relationships 22, 237, 274, 280, 286

See al.to Northern Cheyenne.

Chichilticalli, references to 53, 54

Chihuahua, Mexico, shells amongaborigines. 143

See also Casas Grandes (Chihuahua).

Chino Valley, .\riz.—

earl}' migration into 218

references to 196, 204, 215

ruins 201,216

Chitimacha, researches among 12

Choct.\w, reference to 12

Cibola, references to 117,220

See also Zuni.

Cigarettes, cane (Casa Grande) 135,142-143

Ci-ho, legendary Pima hero 45, 71

CiPiAS. home of 220

Cr\"AN, application of term 46

CtVANAVAAKi. Pima name for Casa Grande. . . 33, 43

Ci-v.i-Ni5, Pima legendary chief. 71

See also Sf-va-no.

Ci-v.v-nO-qi, name appUed to Casa Grande. . . 71

Clax-house 1, Casa Grande—
burial found in 117,127,139

description 106-110

excavation and repair 41-42

'seat" excavated in 46

CL.VYTON, J. B.. work of 14,18

Cle.ir Creek, caves on 188

Cuff-dwelungs—
decorated fabrics from 148

in Colorado 151

in Sierra Madre, Mexico 151

in upper Verde region 188, 194

Pago
Cliff-dwellings—Continued.

in Verde Valley 198

pictographs in 197

pottery 137, 138, 139, 141

resemblances among 151

use of term 117, 193

Cocomaricopa. ref rence to 58

Collections—
Casa Grande 20, 118-121

Fewkes 121, 161-179

summary as to 20-21

Colorado—
ancient cultural center 157

antiquities 17

ruins-

age of 150

cliff-dwellings 151

pottery 137, 139, 140

See also Little Colorado.

Colorado River tribes—
reference to 217

relationships 220

Compounds, Casa Grande-
age 105

ancient inhabitants 152

Compound A

—

description 88-95

excavation 37-39

Compound B—
description 95-102

excavation and repair 40-4

Compound C—
description 102-103

excavation and repair 42

Compound D—
description 104-105

excavation and repair 42

Compounds E and F—description 106

relation to pueblos 150-160

Conch shells, trumpets of (Casa Grande). 144-145

Conjunctive mode—
AJgonkin 272

Arapaho 236

Cree : 272

Fox 234, 253, 260, 261, 2ti5, 271, 272, 279, 288

Micmac 245, 269, 272, 279, 285, 287-288

Natick 272

Ojibwa 268, 272

Peoria. 234, 245. 260, 265, 268, 270, 271 , 272, 279, 288

ShaH-nee 234, 245, 255, 265, 271, 272, 279

Conjunctives, indefinite passive (Algon-

quian) 279

Consonantic clusters—
Abnaki 280

Arapaho 235, 236

Cheyenne 232-233, 234, 236

Cree 231, 238, 246

Delaware 279,290a

due to elimination of vowels 283

Eastern .\lgonquian 236,246,284

Fox 249, 283

linguistic classification based on 226

Malecite 230, 281-282, 283

Menominee 249, 280-281

Micmac 280-281, 283

Munsee 290a

Natick 234
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CoNSONANTic (LUSTERS—Continued

.

Norlhcrn Dlai-ktoot 23(>-231

I'assamaquoddy 259, 280, 2X2

I 'PMobscot 280, 282-283

I'jegan 229-230, 231, 23«

various Aigonquian languages 274

Construction ofCasa Grande, method of. . 82,95

See aim Walls.

CONUS SHELL, Ornaments of US

Cooke, Lieut. Col. . reference to t'>5

Copper, specimens found in Southwestern

ruins 98, 148

CORONADO EXPEDITION, reference to 53,54

CoRTEZ, Don Josfi—

cited as to Tontos 217

on Colorado River tribes 209

Cotton (Casa Grande), references to 148,156

Cottonwood, Ariz., reference to 195

COUES, Elliott, work by, cited 57

Coyote, the, in Pima legend 44

Cozzens, work by. cited 62,06

Creation legend, Pima 44, 49, 61

Cree language—
cluster «(in 2.34

conjunctive mode 272

consonantic clusters 231, 283

description 238-247

e.xamples from Horden 248

e.xamples in comparison with—
Abnaki 279, 283, 284

Algonkin 250,

251,252,260,261,202,265,267,272

Cheyenne 233, 286

Delaware 250. 251,

256,259,200-201.265.267,269,

273, 274, 275, 278, 279, 284, 286

Eastern Algonquian 257. 269

Fox 235,

247, 248. 249, 250, 251. 252, 256.

. 258.259,260-261.262,203,265,

267. 269, 271, 272, 273, 274. 275,

278, 279, 2S0, 283, 284. 280, 288

Kiekapoo 248, 259, 267

Malecite 274, 279, 284

Menominee 249, 250, 251. 252,

259, 261, 262, 267, 271, 273, 279. 2S3, 284. 280

Micmac 256, 272, 284. 288

Minsi 274

Montagnais 247,

248, 259. 261, 267, 272. 278, 279. 286

Natick

251, 266, 273, 274, 275, 279. 283

Ojibwa 249,

252, 256, 257, 258, 261. 262, 203. 265,

269, 271, 272, 274, 275, 278, 279, 283,

Ottawa 248.250.251,261

Passamaquoddy 267.283

Penobscot 267.279,

Peoria 250, 251 . 252. 256. 261 , 202,

269. 271. 272,'274. 275. 278, 279,283

Potawatomi

Sauk 248, 269,267,

Scaticook

Shawnee
252,256.257.258.261.262,265.

269, 271, 272,274,278.279,283,

Btockbridge

.. 250,

,284.286

250,251,

267, 208

284,286

202.267

284.286

283. 284

265.267,

,284,2.S8

,. 262

,271,288

.. 279

,. 251,

267.268,

284.280

284,290

Page
Cree language—Continued.

independent mode 247, 248,268, 268

indicative mode 273

relationships 232

subjunctive mode 247.248,260.265,269,271

See also Cree-Montagnais, East Main Cree,

Fort Totten Cree, Moose Cree, Rupert's

House Cree.

Cree-Montagnais language—
examples in comparison with

—

Algonkin 269

Delaware 273, 277, 280

Eastern Algonquian 286,287,288

Fox 259, 273, 277, 278

Kiekapoo 259

Menominee 259, 273, 277, 278

Micmac 273

Natick 259,280

Ojibwa 259,260,273.277.280,287

Ottawa 259

Passamaquoddy 277

Peoria 259

Potawatomi 259

Sauk 259

Shawnee 259. 287

independent mode 269

relationships 244. 250. 252. 288, 289,290a

suppositive mode 273

See also Cree, Montagnais.

Cremation. See Mortuary customs.

Crows, in Pima flood legend

Cruzate. Don Domingo Jironza Petriz de
reference to

Cuabajai, reference to

CucHANS, reference to 217

Clt-ture centers, ancient, in Southwest . . 157

Cu.sniNG, Frank Hamilton—
head of Ilemenway Southwestern expedi-

tion 119

on irrigation (Salt River Valley) 114-115

references to 46,70,71,112

researches of
._

72

Delaware language—
consonantic clusters 283

description 228, 275-280,290a, 290b

examples in comparison with

—

Abnaki 238, 284

Algonkin 243,244,261,265.267.268.273

Cheyenne 286

Cree 238.239.243.244.251.256,

261, 265, 267. 269. 273, 274, 276. 284. 286

Cree-Montagnais 273

Eastern Algonquian... 257,269.270,287,288

Fox 238,

239, 243, 244, 250, 251 , 256, 257. 259. 260-261

,

265, 267, 270, 273. 274. 275. 283,284. 2S7, 290

Kiekapoo 259.267

Malecite 239,269,283

Menominee 239,

243,244,250,251,257,261,267,270,273

Micmac 23^,266,273.284.288

Minsi 239.274

Montagnais 269.261.267.269,286

Natick 239,

243. 244. 250. 266. 269. 273. 274. 284. 2S6. 2S8

Ojibwa 238.239,243.244.256.257.261,

265, 267, 268, 269, 270, 273. 275. 284, 286, 288

52

64

209
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Delaware language—Continued.

examples in comparison with—Continued.
Ottawa 201.265,267.268,273

I'assamaquoddy 243,267, 2,S6,287

Penobscot 207, 269

Peoria 238,

239, 250, 257, 201 , 265, 267, 268, 270, 275, 284

Potawatomi 261 , 268, 273

Sauk 259, 207

Shawnee 238, 239, 243, 244,

250.257.261.265,267,274,283.2.84,287,288

Stock-bridge 238,284,290

Turtle Mountain (Ojibwa dialect). . 239

format ion of negative verb 274

independent mode 231,2i')0-261,268,287

indicative mode 273

reference to 225

relationships 231,238,244,289

subjunctive mode 246, 260. 205, 208

suppositive mode 273

Pel Ric>—

references to 202. 203.204

ruins near 201

Demonstrative pronouns, Algonquian . . . 2.12

Discovery of Casa Grande 54

Disks from Casa Grande—
pottery, perforated 136

stone 129-130, 131

District of Columbia, collections from 20.21

Dog. the, in Pima legend 01

Dolores Mission, reference to 54

Doniphan's expedition, reference to 68

Doorways and windows (Casa Grande). 81,85-86

Dragoon Fork, application of name 199

Sec also Sycamore Canyon.

Dreams, Pima notion of 50

Drew's ranch—
reference to 210

ruins on 211

Drinker, The, in Pima legend 43-44,61

Eagle BURi-VL(Casa Grande), references to. 93,110

Eagle Mountain, Cal.. references to 36,47

Eagle, the, in Pime. legends 45,52

Ear shell, use as ornaments 143

Earth Doctor in Pima legend 49, 50

Eastern Algonquian languages—
close connection among 258

consonantic clusters 234.238,246,284

examples in comparison with—
Cheyenne 233, 286

Cree 233, 239, 257, 280

Cree-Montagnais 286. 287, 288

Delaware 257. 270. 278. 280. 287, 288

Fox 257,261,270.279-280,287.288

Malecite 269

Menominee 257,270

Xatick 233. 286. 288

Ojibwa 257. 270. 287.288

Passamaquoddy 257

Penobscot 269

Peoria 257, 270

Piegan 261

Shawnee 257, 261 , 270, 27»-280, 287, 288

independent mode 231

relationships 231 , 232, 275, 288, 289

Page
Eastern-Central Algonquian languages,
relationships of 22, '229, 232, 237-238, 289

East Main Cree dialect—
examples in comparison with

—

Potawatomi 268

Menominee 269

forms 245. 246, 252

subjunctive mode 269

East Mesa (Hopi), reference to 192

Editorial work of Bureau, summary of 19

Edwards—
on language of Stockbridge 284,290

reference to 1 . 238

Eixarch, TomAs, reference to 57

EuoT, John, Natick forms from 272-273

El Morro, N. Mex., National Monument-. . 18

El Sira, ancient Pima Chief 55

Emory. Col. Wiluam H.—
on Casa Grande 0.3-64

work by 44

Environment, influence on habitations 187

EsCALANTE ruins, references to 112,114

Escalante, Sergeant Bautista de, refer-

ence to 55

Espejo, Antonio de, reference to 186

Ethnology in relation to archeology, refer-

ence to 42

Excavation of Casa Grande, account of. 13, 37-42

Fabrics (Casa Grande), description of 147-148

Feather-plaited Doctor (Civan), in Pima
legend ; 51 , 52

Feathers (Casa Grande), garments of 148

Fetishes (Casa Grande) 121, 145

Fewkes, Dr. J. Walter—
bulletin by 17

collection made by (Casa Grande) 20,

121,161-179

memoirs by 23, 181

work of 13, 17, 21-22

Finck, F. N., reference to 226

First persons plural, reference to 226

Fishes, in Pima flood legend 50

Flagstaff, \mz., refei-ences to. .'

186, 194, 195

Flood legend, Pima 49-52

Floors of Casa Grande, construction of. . . 80,

83,.S4-,S5

Florence, Ariz.—

pictographs in vicinity 148-149

references to 33, 34. 72, 95, 114

Florida, researches in 9

Fly, the, in Pima legend 52

Font, Father Pedro—
account of Casa Grande... 42,43-44,58-61,88,91

references to j 45, 63

Uturituc described by 37

visit to Casa Grande 57

Font's room (Casa Grande) 91,98,116

Fort, comparison with trinchera 218

Fort George Indians, dialect of 247

Fort Totten Cree dialect—
discussion of 241-24'/

examples in comparison with

—

Algonkin 265

Fox 257, 267, 278

Ojibwa 257, 267, 27-8

Ottawa 265
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Page
Fort Tutten Cree dialect—Continued.

independent mode 260,265

investigation of 225

pronunciation 227

reference to 248

sul)jimctivo mode 252

Fox LANGUAGE—
certain forms 239

conj nnct ive mode 234, 265, 271, 272, 279, 288

consonantie clusters 249

description 252-255, 258-261

examples in comparison with—
Abnaki 238, 239, 279, 283, 284, 285, 287

Algonkin 244.

245, 251, 252, 261, 262, 265, 267, 271-272

Arapaho 235

Cheyenne 233,234

Cree 235, 238, 239, 243, 244, 245, 247,

248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 256, 257, 258, 261,

262, 263, 265, 267, 269, 271, 272, 273, 274,

275, 278, 279, 280, 283, 284, 286, 287, 288

Cree-Montagnais 273, 277, 278

Delaware 238, 239, 243, 244,

250, 251, 256, 257, 260-261, 265, 267. 270.

273, 274, 275, 277, 278-279, 283. 284. 287

Eastern Algonquian 257,

258,261,270,287,288

Eastern-Central Algonquian 237

Fort TottenCree 258,267,278

Kickapoo 248, 258, 267, 272

Malecite 238, 239, 274, 283, 284

Menominee 238, 239, 243,

244, 245, 249, 250. 251. 257. 261, 262, 267,

270, 271, 272. 273. 277, 278, 279, 283. 284

Micmac 238,

245, 249, 256, 272, 273, 279, 283, 284, 288

Minsi 239. 274

Montagnais 247, 248, 261, 267, 272, 279

Moose Cree 262

Natick 238, 239, 244, 250,

251, 265, 273, 274, 275, 278-279, 283, 284

Ojibwa 235,

238, 239, 244, 245, 249, 251, 256, 257, 258,

261, 262, 263. 265, 267. 268. 269. 270. 271,

272, 274. 275. 277. 278. 279, 283. 284. 286

Ottawa 248, 251, 261, 262, 265, 267

Passamaquoddy 239,

257, 258, 277, 283, 284, 285, 286, 287

Penobscot 238, 267, 283, 284, 285

Peoria 238, 239, 244, 245, 251,

252, 256. 257. 261, 262, 265, 267, 269, 270,

271, 272, 274, 275, 278, 279, 283, 284, 288

Piegan 261

Potawatomi 262

Sauk 248, 258, 267, 272, 288

Scat icook 279

Shawnee 238, 239, 245, 25 1, 252. 256, 2S7,

258, 261, 2li2. 21». 267, 269, 270. 271. 272,

274, 278. 279. 280. 283, 284, 286, 287. 288

Stoekbridge 238, 284

Turtle Mountain (Ojibwa dialect) ... 239

Independent mode 247,

248, 267-268, 271, 287, 289

indicative mode 273

noun endings, nominative singular 272

pai'ticipial mode 245, 265, 271

Faga
Fox LANGUAGE—Continued.

possessive pronouns 250

pronunciation 227

relationships 231,

232, 238, 244, 250, 252, 2S0, 288, 289

subjunctive mode 246, 247, 248, 205, 269, 272

subjunctive-participial mode 245

suppositive mode, 273

See also Kickapoo, Sauk.

Fox TRIBE (Iowa), linguistic investigations

among 225

Frachtenberg, Dr. Leo J., work of 15

Frog Tanks, Ariz., forts near 215-216

Garc£s. Father Francisco—
account of Casa Grande 57-58

references to 37, 63, 186

route 207

GASPfe Peninsula, reference to 290

Gatschet, Dr. Albert Samuel—
death 21

linguistic work 12

Micmac forms from 285, 287-288

on Ottawa forms 261,262,266

on Peoria forms 239, 245, 2ii0, 270, 271

on relationship of Ojibwa, Ottawa, Pota-

watomi 262

on Shawnee forms 239, 254

Passamaquodd y forms from 280, 282, 285

Potawatomi form from 262

references to 238, 257, 287

Georgian Bay, reference to 290

Gila Crossing, reference to 45

Gila River—
growth of reeds along 142, 147

in Pima legend 45

plumed serpent symbolic of 1 13, 142

Gila-Salt region—
cremation practised in 220

early inhabitants.. 44.61-62.94.102.115,156.218

geographic limit of compounds 151

"great houses" described 156

pottery : 137,141

reservoirs 112,115

shell carvings from 145

summary of conclusions as to 153-160

See also Salt River Valley, and titles re-

lating to Casa Grande.

Gila Valley, antiquities of. bulletin on 17

Gill. De Lancev. work of 21

Gill, W. H.. collection made by 21

Glottal stop (.\rapaho) 235

GLO^'ER, C. C. acknowledgment to 20

Graham. Maj. L. P., reference to 65

Grand Canyon OF the Colorado, reference

to 157

Granite Creek. Abiz —
reference to 200

ruins along 202-204, 215. 218

Grapevine Canyon, niins in 13

Grinding-stones (Casa Grande) 126-127

See also Disks, Slabs.

Grossman, Capt. F. E.,on Casa Grande 44-

45.61-62

Gros Ventre language, classification

of 234.235,290a
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Page
GoAZAVAS MissTOM, reference to 56

GmxfiRAS, EusEBio, as a translator 56,57

GURLEY, Joseph G., appointment and work

of 19

Hauotis, ornaments of 143

Hammers, stone (Casa Grande) 124-125

Handbook of American Indian Lan-

guages, cited as to Fox 227

Handbook of American Indians—

part 1 issued 19

preparation 10, 1! . i:i-14, 15. 16, 19

reference to 226

Hand stones (Casa Grande) 126

Hano—
legends 49

pottery 159

Hartshorne, Hugh, work of 37

HasInai, description of 17

Hassayampa Creek . Ariz., ruins on 215, 218

HAVAStTAI—
ancestors 185. 216

relations with Hopi 219

Hawaiian BIBLIOGRAPHY, preparation of 11-12

HawTvs. in Pima legend 52

Hazrinwuqti . legendary Hopi being 51

Hell Canyon, ruins in 200

Hemenway, Mrs., efforts in behalf of Casa

Grande 7?

Hemesway Southwestern Expedition,

collection of 119

Hendley. H. W., models made by 101

Hewett, Edgar L.. bulletin by 17

Hewitt. J. N'. B., work of. 13-14

HiNA. Sal-v. Pima potter 140

Hdjton, Richard J.—

on Casa Grande 53.68-69

on rain near mouth of Granite Creek 204

references to 201, 203

History of Casa Grande—
detailed accounts 54-81

general discussion 53-54

reference to 33

Hodge. F. W.—
acknowledgment to

—
'. 53

on "accompanying papers '* 21-22

work of 11. 14. 19

Hodge, H. C, on ancient irrigation ditch. . . 114

Hoes, stone (Casa Grande) 131-132

Hoffman, Walter J., work of, cited 186

Hohokam—
application of term 153

references to 42. 117

See also Gila-Salt region (early inhabi-

tants).

Ho-ho-q6m. name applied to Pima's ances-

tors 71

See also Hohokam.
Hok , legendary Pima monster 48-49. 52

Holmes, W. H., work of 10

HoMOLOBi, early inhabitants of 218

HoNANTCi, description of 195-197

Hopi—
ancestors 151, 154, 159, 216

axes used by 124

bird-calls 146

ceremonial rooms ^ 150

Page
Hopi—Continued.

cigarettes 143

contents of shrine 101

country of 56

cult of plumed serpent 142

dwellings '. . 219

East Mesa 192

foot race 131

Horn clan 159

legends 46,49.151,158.159

medicine stones 130

mortuary customs 117,118

mythologic monster of 48

objects deposited in shrines 135

Patki clans 218

pits used as ovens 99

pottery 137, 139, 140, 156, 158-159

rattles ' 145

references to 58. 113, 144, 207

relations with Havasupai 219

Yaya (fire priests) 47

See also Moqui.

Horden. J.—
on Cree forms 231,243,244,245,246,248

references to 239, 241, 252, 278

Horn clan (Hopi), reference to 159

Hough. Dr. Walter, bulletin by 17

Houma. researches among 12

House of Montezuma, designation of Casa

Grande 33

See also Montezuma.

HrdliCka. Dr. AleS. work of 15-16

Hughes, Lieut. John T., on Casa Grande... 68

Human remains. See Mortuary customs

(burials).

Humboldt, Friedrich U. Alexander de, •

cited as to Casa Grande 53

Hummingbird, in Pima legend 47, 48, 50

Idaho, archeologic explorations in 18

Idols—
Casa Grande 101,121-122

Gila-Salt region '. 156

iLLUSTR.tTioN WORK OF BUREAU, Summary. 21

Implements found at Casa Grande—
bone 14.5-146

problematical 125, 129

stone ,122, 131

wooden 146-147

Independent mode (Algonquian)—

Abnaki 286-287

Algonkin 231, 233, 262, 264, 265, 266, 267

Arapaho 236

Cheyenne 233

Cree 231, 247-248, 258, 259-260, 268

Cree-Montagnais 259

Delaware 260-261, 268, 287

Eastern Algonquian 231, 233

Eastern-Central Algonquian 237-238

Fort Totten Cree 241-245, 260, 265

Fox 231,

247, 248, 253, 258, 259-260, 267-268, 271, 287, 289

Kickapoo 259, 289

Menominee 231, 250-251, 259, 265, 268

Montagnais 247, 248, 259-260

Natick 233, 234, 265, 268, 269

Northern Blackfoot 231
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Page
Independent mode (Algonquian)—Contd.

Ojibwa. . . 233,

25S, 259-200, 2li2-2«3, 2(a, 206, 267, 2t>8, 271, 286

Ottawa 233, 265-266, 267

Passamaquoddy 231, 265, 268, 285, 286, 287

Peoria 233, 259, 205, 269, 270, 271

personal pronouns 236

Piegan 231, 259

Potawatomi 265, 267

Sauk 259, 289

Shawnee 231, 254, 208, 286, 289

Sec also Indicative mode.

Indian Hill, forts at 215,218

Indian missions, article on 15

Indian tanks, reference to 112

Indicative mode (Algonquian)—

Cheyenne 234

Creo 239, 240, 247, 273

Delaware 273, 275-278

Malecite 269

Micmac 209, 273

Natick 272-273

Ojibwa 247, 273

Penobscot 269

Peoria 259. 273

various languages 273

See also Independent mode.

Indo-European languages, reference to. . . 290

iNHAIilTANTS—

rasa Grande 94, 156

Upper Verde-Walnut Creek region 185, 186

Sec also Migrations, Pima.

Inscription Rock, N. Mex., declared na-

tional monument 18

Instrumental particles—
« Arapaho 230

reference to 220

Interior Department, part in archeologic

explorations 18

IronWOOD, used at Casa Grande 146, 147

IROQUIAN TRIBES

—

habitat 290

researches among 14

Irrigation, ancient—
effect on soil 100

in Casa Grande region 36-37.

51,55,57,08,103,113-115

in Walnut Creek Valley 214, 218

Ives, Lieut. J. C, reference to 208, 209

Jacales, references to 187. 209

Jamestown Exposition, Smithsonian ex-

hibit at 10

Jasper, ornament of (Casa Grande) 131

Jemez Plateau, antiquities of, bulletin on. . 17

Jerome, Ariz., references to 194,195

Jerome Junction, Ariz., references to 203,204

Johnson's ranch, reference to 210

JOHN.STON, Capt. A. R., account of Casa

Grande 44, 64-05

Jones, Dr. Wiluam—
acknowledgment to ; 225

Kickapoo texts 258

on Fox, Sauk. Kickapoo, Ojibwa, forms. 239

on relationship of Ojibwa, Ottawa. Pota-

watomi 202

Page
Jones, Dr. William—Continued.

references to 227. 2.^9

reference to analysis of A Igonquian 236

Jordan's ranch, ruins at and near 195,198-199

Juniper Mountains, Ariz., reference to 204

Kamaltkak. See Thin Leather.

Keam collection, pottery in.... 139

Kearny, General, e.xpedition of 63

Keller, Father Ignacio, visit to Casa

Grande 56-57

Keresan clans, reference to 158

Keresan pottery, references to 141, 1.59

Kickapoo Indians (of Oklahoma), linguistic

investigations among 225

Kickapoo language—
certain forms in 239

descript ion 252-255, 258-261, 272

independent mode 289

pronunciation 227

relationships 238,244.251,252,289

See also Fox, Sauk.

KicKiNG-BALL GAME, in Pima legend 52

Kihvs, references to 150, 189

KiHUTOAC, reference to 51

KiNo, Father Eusebio Francisco—
account of 56

name Casa Grande given by 33

references to 46,55.82.91.220

visits to Casa Grande .54

KiNTiEi. ruin, reference to 158

KlVA—
application of term 150

description '. 151,158

examples in Verde ruins 189

KiwiTSE (ZuSi), application of term 150

Kroeber, Dr. A. L.

—

acknowledgment to 225

on Arapaho language 235

on Cheyenne prefix 236

Kueune. See Kino.

KWAHADT. See Quahatika.

Labrador coast, reference to 290

Lacombe—
on Cro3 forms 243,246,247.248.250.252.290

references to 239, 241

Lamar papers, reference to 16

Land, in Pima creation legend 49

League of the Iroquois, researches relative

to 14

Leary', Miss Ella, work of 20

Ledge-ritins, meaning of term 198

Legends, Pima 42-52

Lemoine—
Algonkin modes from 262. 264

on Montagnais forms 248

reference to 227

work of, cited 247

Le6n, Dr. Nicolas, acknowledgment to 55

Leroux, cited as to tribal relationship 216

Letrado, murder of 220

Library of Bltie.iu, summary as to 20

Limestone Butte rian, description of— 2O4-'206
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Little Colorado region—
ancient inhabitants 151.157,158,218

antiquities 13.17

cremation not practised in 117

pueblos 15S. 220

ruins-
bird fetishes from 121

ceremonial rooms 150

cigarettes from 143

copper bells from 148

pottery from 134, 159

shell carvijijjs from 144

Lizard, THE, in rimalegend 46

Long consonants—
Delaware, Munsee 290a

Piegan 229-230

Los MuERTos RUINS, reference to 114-115

Louisiana, researches in 9, 12

Louse, the, in I'ima creation legend 49

Lo'ft^E, Dr. Robert H.—
acknowledgment to 225

on Northern Blaekfoot 230

Magdalena, Sonora, reference to 218

Magic, in Pima flood legends 45-52

Maillard, l'Aube, work on Micmac 269

Malecite language—
description 280.281-282.283.284.285.287,289

examples in comparison with

—

Cree 238. 239. 269 , 274. 279

Delaware 239. 269. 278. 279

Eastern Aigonquian 269

Fox 238. 239. 274

Micmac 269

Montagnais 269, 279

Natick 238. 239. 269. 274

Ojibwa 239. 269. 279

Penobscot 269. 279

Peoria 269

indicative mode 269

M.iLECiTE tribe, reference to 290

Man-Fox, in Pima legend 47

Mange, Lieut. Juan Mateo—
account of Casa Grande 55-56. 91

explorations of .14

reference to 46

M.4NOS CCa-sa Grande), description of 126

Manuscripts, linguistic, catalogue of 1,S-19

Maricopa—
in Pima flood legend 51

references to 42, 45, 115

relationships 217

Marx's ranch—
reference to 210

ruins below 214-215

ruins on 213-21

4

Mauls, stone (Casa Grande) 124-125

Mai^r. Brantz, on Casa Grande 53.63

Mearns, Edgar A., work by, cited 186

Mechung, W.—
acknowledgment to 225

Malecite consonantic clusters from 281

on relationships among .Mgonquian lan-

guages 289

Uedictne stones (Casa Grande) 130

Pago
Menominee language—

certain forms 239

consonantic clusters 283

description 249-252

examples in comparison with

—

Abnaki 239. 2.83. 284

Algonkin 243,

244. 245. 259, 261, 262, 265, 267, 271 , 273

Cree 238, 239. 243 . 244

,

245.259.261.267,268,269,271,279.284.286

Cree-Montagnais 259,

261, 262, 273, 277, 278, 279, 286

Delaware 239,

243. 244. 257. 260-261 . 267. 270. 273, 279

Eastern Aigonquian 257.270

Fox 2.39.243.244.257.259.201.262,

267. 270. 271. 272. 273, 277. 278. 279. 283. 284

Kickapoo 259, 207, 272

Micmac 273

Minsi 239

Montagnais 259.261.267,279.286

Moose Cree 262

Natick 239. 243. 244. 265. 268. 273

Ojibwa... 238.239.243,244,245.257.259,201,

262. 267. 26S. 269. 270. 271. 272. 279. 283. 284

Ottawa 245.259.261.262.265.267

I'assamaquoddy.. . 239. 243. 267. 283. 284. 286

Penobscot 238-239. 267. 283. 2S4

Peoria 239. 244, 257. 259. 261,

262. 265, 267, 270, 271. 272. 273,279. 283. 284

Potawatomi 259, 262, 265

Sauk 259. 267. 272

Shawnee 239. 243, 244, 245, 2.57,

259. 261 , 262. 267, 270. 272, 273, 279, 283. 284

Stockbridge 290

Turtle Mountain (Ojibwa dialect). . . 239

independent mode .' 231 , 259. 265. 26S

indicative mode 273

noun eildlngs 272

pronunciation 227

relat ionships 231 . 238. 244. 289

subjunctive mode 246. 269

suppositive mode '
. . . 273

Menominee tribe—
habitat 290

linguistic investigations among 225

Mentlho, Father Juan, reference to 56

Mesa, .\riz.—

references to 51, 55

ruins near 114, 116, 218

Mesa Verde, Colo.—
antiquities 17

cremation practised at 117

ledge-houses 194

pottery 139

Mescal pits, description of 116

Met.vtes (Casa Grande) 126.128

Mexican ARcnn-ES, reference to 16

Mexican Boundary Survey, reference to.. 66

Mexico—
ancient inhabitants 33, 57, .59, 152

copper bells 148

(Eastern) antiquities 13

migration from the north 153

(Northern) architect vire 155
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Page
Mexico—Conllnued.

pottery I.17

serpent images lli'i

(Southern) pottery 156

Sec also Aztec, Chihuahua, Sierra Madre.

Miami LANGUAfjE, relation to Peoria 270

MiCHELsoN. Dr. Truman, memoir by 22,221

MiCMAC LANGUAGE—
conjunctive mode 245,260,269,272,279

description 2S0. 281,28.3-285.287-289

examples in comparison with

—

Abnaki 238

Algonkin 272, 273

Central Algonquian 249

Cree 238, 245, 25(i, 272

Delaware 238, 256, 273, 279

Fox ... 238, 245, 249, 256, 260, 272, 273, 279, 283

Menominee 273

Natick 238,269,273,279

Ojibwa 238, 256, 269, 273

Ottawa 273

Peoria 238, 245, 256, 260, 272, 279

Potawatomi 273

Shawnee 238, 256, 272, 279

Stockbridge 238

indicat ive mode 2ii9, 289

pronunciation 228

relationships 289

subjunctive mode 245, 269

suppositive mode 273

MlCMAC TRIBE-
linguistic investigations among 225

reference to 290

Migrations, early, in Southwest
,

153,.

157-160, 218-219

Miller collection, reference to 119

MiNDELEFF, COSMOS—
collection from Casa Grande 1 19-120, 122

description of Casa Grande 72, 79-81, 86

memoir on repair of Casa Grande in 1891. 119

monographs by 185

on migration in Verde Valley 158

on researches of F. H. Cushing 72

on ruins on Verde River 217-218

papers by 21-22

references to 88, 188, 211

tcukuki found by 101

Minor antiqihties, Casa Grande 118

MiNsi LANGUAGE, references to 239, 274

Sec also Munsee.

Mission records, reference to 16

Mississippi Band of Ojibwa—
dialect 262, 263

reference to 272

Mississippi, researches in 9

MIS.SISSIPPI Valley-
antiquity of man in 15-16

material relating to tribes of 12

MocTEzUMA, Casa de (House of), references

to 56-57,58,59

See aUo Montezuma.

Mohawk te.xts, character of 14

MoHOCE, found by Oflate 220

MoisEYU, reference to 234

MOJAVE—
in Pima legend 51

references to 217

Page
MoKi. See Moqui.
MONSONI, reference to 234

MONTAGNAIS LANGUAGE—
cluster St 234

description 247-249

examples in comparison with

—

Algonkin 267, 272

Cheyenne 286

Cree. . . 247, 248, 260, 261, 267, 269, 272, 279, 286

Delaware 259, 260-261, 267, 269, 279, 286

Fox 247, 248, 260, 261, 267, 272, 279

Kickapoo 267

Malecite 269, 279

Menominee 261, 267, 279, 286

Natick 286

Ojibwa 261, 267, 269, 272, 279, 286

Ottawa 267

Passamaquoddy 267, 286

Penobscot , 267,269,279

Peoria 267, 272

Sauk 267

Shawnee 267, 279

independent mode 259-2150

pronunciation 227

references to 225, 239

relationships 238, 243

subjimctive mode 260

"suppositif" of the "subjonctif" 260

Sfc o/so Cree-Montagnais. Rupert's House
Cree.

Montezuma—
associated with Casa Grande 43, 44

known also as Tcuhu 48

reference to 46

Montezuma, Ca.sa pe. references to 64,65

See also Casa Montezuma, Moctezuma.
Montezuma Castle, .\riz.—

declared national monument 18

description 194, 195

referenceto 187

Montezuma, Dr. Carlos, reference to 35

Montezuma, Hall of. reference to 68

Montezuma Well, reference to 187

MooNEV, James—
on Moiseyu 234

reference to 226

work of. 14-15

MooREHEAD, Warren K.. Work by, cited. . . 119

Moose Cree dialect, references to... 227,239,262

MoQui, references to 51, 56, 58

S(e also Hopi.

Mormon settlers in Arizona, reference to . 114

Morning Green. Pima Chief 33,42,45-48

Morris, S. H., collection presented by 21

Mortars (Casa Grande), description of 123,

127-128

Mortuary customs—
burial

—

among Pima 109,117,118.155

at Casa Grande 93.106,

108-110,111.117.127.155

in Walnut Creek region 210. 211. 220

cremation—

at Casa Grande 109-110,111,117.155

distribution of 117,118,220

Mosaic work, references to 131,144

Mound-builders of Mississippi Valley 15-16
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Page
Mounds at Casa Grande, general descrip-

tion S6-S7

Mountain sheep, idols in form of. 121-122

MotTNT Hope, references to 207, 208-209

MChlenpfordt, Edvard. cited as to Casa

Grande 53

MUNSEE language—
division of Delaware 275

references to 290,290a,290b

See also Minsi.

Nacogdoches archives, reference to 10

NAcra, legendary Tima maid 46

Nadaillac, work by, cited G2

Nanticoke language, reference to 290

Nasal, accretion of ( Ojibwa) 261

Nasal vowels (Arapaho) 235

Natchez language, investigation of. 12-13

Natick language—
conjtmctive mode 272

consonant ic clusters 234,283

descripl ion 272-275

examples in comparison with

—

.^bnaki 279,290

Algonkin 233,243,244, 250, 265, 271

Cheyenne 233,286

Cree... 238.239.250,251,265,269,283.284,286

Cree-Montagnais 280

Delaware 238,239, 243, 244,

250,265,209,278,279,280,284,280,288,290

Eastern .\lgonquian 269, 288

Fox 238, 239, 244, 250,

251 , 269, 265, 279, 280, 283, 284

Malecite 238, 239, 269. 284

• Menominee 238,239,

243,244,250,251,265,268

Micmac 23S. 269, 279, 284, 288

Minsi 239

Montagnais 286

Ojibwa 238, 239. 243,244,

260,251,258,269,280,283.286,288

Ottawa 250, 251, 265, 271

Passamaquoddy 243

Penobscot 269, 2S3

Peoria 233, 239,

250,251,265,269,271,279

Potawatomi 265,271

Scaticook 279

Shawnee 238, 239, 243, 244, 256, 265, 280

Stockbridge 290

Turtle Mountain (Ojibwa dialect). . . 239

independent mode 265,268, 269

relationships 238, 288, 289

subjunctive mode 246, 260,265

suppositive mode 269

National monuments, establishment of. ... 18

N.4T10N OF THE FORK, habitat of 290

N AVAHO, swastika among 139

Navaho National Monliment, .Arizona,

cliff-dwellings of 194, 195

Neb6mes (Southern Pima), references to. . 70-71,

152

Nebraska, early man in 1.5-lc

Negative verb, formation of 261,270,274

Nentoig. See Mentuig.

New Fike Ceremony (Walpi) 135

New ME.X1C0

—

ancient cultural center.

antiquities

collections from

national monuments

Page

157

17

20

18

researches in 9, 11

ruins

—

age of ISO

cliff-dwellings 151

pottery 139

shells among aborigines 143

New York, researches in 10,14

Nightingale, Robert C, collection pre-

sented by 20

Niza, Fray Marcos de, references to 53,54

Nogales. reference to 56

Nominal forms (Arapaho) r 235

Northern .\rapaho, linguistic investiga-

tions among 225

Northern Blackfoot Indians, compared
with Piegan and Bloods 229

Northern Blackfoot language—
consonant ic clusters 230-231

texts 225

Northern Cheyenne, linguistic investiga-

tions among 235

Nouns in .^lgonqlian languages—
inanimate plural (Cheyenne, Piegan) 274

nominative singular endings 272

Oak Creek—
cavate dwellings on 219

ruins at mouth of 188-193

Obsidian, implements of (Casa Grande) 132

Ofogoula, identical with Ouspie 12

Ojibwa Indians, linguistic investigations

among 225

Ojibwa language—
certain forms in 239

conjunctive mode 272

consonantic clusters 283

description 261-263,205-269

examples in comparison with—
Abnaki 238,239,283,284

Algonkin 243, 244, 245, 250,

251 , 252, 259, 261 , 202, 271 , 272, 273

Arapaho 235

Central Algonquian 245

Cheyenne 233,286

Cree 238,

239,243,244,245.247,250,251,

256,257,2.59,200,261,202,272,

274, 275, 278, 279, 283, 2S4, 286

Cree-Montagnais 259,273,277,280,287

Delaware 238,

239,243,244,256,257,261,270,273,

274 , 275, 278, 279, 280, 284, 2,80, 288

Eastirn .\lgonquian 257, 270,287, 288

Fort Totten Cree 258, 278

Fox 235,

238,239,244,245,251,256,257,258,

259,260,201,202,270,271,272,273,

274,275,277,279,280,283,284,280

Kickapoo 259

Malecite 239, 279
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Page
Ojibw.v language—Continued.

fxamples in comparison with—Continued.

Menominee 2)8, 239,

243, 244,245,250, 251, 252,257,2.19,

261, 262, 270, 273, 279, 283, 2S4

Micmac 238,256,273,2*1, 288

Minsi 2.39, 274

Montagnais 259, 260, 261 , 272,279, 286

Natick 238, 239, 243, 244,

250,2.51,273,274-275,280,283,286,288

Ottawa.... 245,250,251,252,259,261,262,271

• Passamaquoddy 239,

243,257,258,277,278,283,284

Penobscot 238-239, 279, 283, 284

Peoria 238, 239, 244, 245,

247 , 250, 251, 252, 256, 257, 259, 261, 262,

270,271,272,274, 275, 278-279, 283, 284

Potawatomi 259, 261, 262, 271

Sauli 259

Shawnee 238, 239, 243 , 244, 245,

251,256,257,258,259,261.262,270,271,

274. 277, 278, 279, 280, 2S!, 284, 286, 287

Stoclcbiidge 238, 284

Turtle Mountain (Ojibwa dialect)... 239

independent mode 258.271, 286

indicative mode 273

noun endings 272

participial mode 245,271

pronunciation 227

relationstlips . 231. 232, 233, 234, 2JS, 244. 289, 290a

subjunctive mode 245,246,260

subjunctive-participial mode 245

See also Mississippi Band.

Oklahoma, researches in 9, 12-13

OSate, Juan de—
Hopi pueblos found by 220

route of 186, 207

Onondaga texts, character of 14

Ontario, Canada, researches in 10, 14, 15

O pa, references to 44,61

Opata, reference to 54

Oraibi village, reference to 58

Oregon, rese:irches in 15

Orientation of Casa Grande 73-74,94,95

0RO2CO Y Berra, reference to 56

Ortega, reference to 54

Ottawa language—
description 261-262, 265-269

examples in comparison \vith

—

Algonljin 233,

245,250,251,252,259,260,261,262,271

Cheyeime 233

Cree 245,250,251,252,261,262

Cree-Montagnais 259

Delaware 261

Fo.x 248 . 259. 261 . 262

Kickapoo 248, 259

Menominee 245, 250. 251, 252. 259, 261, 262

Montagnais 248

Natick 250,251,271

Ojibwa 233,

245,250,251,252.259,261,262,271

Peoria 250,251.252,260,261,262,271

Potawatomi 259, 262,271

Sauk 248 , 259

Shawnee 251.259,261,262,271

Page
Ottawa language—Continued.

prommciation.'. 228

relationships 233,238,289.290a

subjunctive mode 246, 260

Ottawa tribe—
habitat 290

linguistic investigations among 225

OuspiE, identified as Ofogoula 12

Paddles, pottery (Casa Grande) 146-147

Paint grinders (Casa Grande) 126-127

I*alatki, description of 195-197

Palatkwabi, references to 35, 142

Papago—
origin 152, 153

references to 34, 36, .54, 70, 113, 140

I^APAGO de Cojet, Governor, reference to. 37

Parrot, the, in Pima legend 46-47

Participial mode (Algonquian)-

Cree 247

Fox 245,260,265,271,288

Ojibwa 245,247,271

Peoria 245

Shawnee 245,265,271

terminations 245

Passamaquoddy language—
agreement with Fiegan 2U , 232

consonantic clusters 259, 2S3

description 280,

281, 2S2, 2S3, 284. 285, 286, 287, 289, 290

examples in comparison with

—

Abnaki 239, 284

Algonkin 243, 265, 267, 273

Cree 238, 239, 243, 244, 257, 267, 284

Delaware 243, 267, 277, 278

Eastern Algonquian 257

Fox 239, 257, 258, 259, 267, 277, 284

Kickapoo 267

Menominee 238,243,267,284

Micmac 284

Natick 243

Ojibwa 238,

243, 257, 258, 267, 268, 277, 278, 284

Ottawa 267

Penobscot 238, 284

Peoria 239,267,273,277,284

Sauk 267

Shawnee 239,243,

256, 257, 258, 259, 267, 268, 273, 277, 278, 284

independent mode 268

indicative mode 273

pronunciation 228

reference to 225

Passamaquoddy tribe, reference to 290

Patki clans (IIopi), references to 142,218

Patki cl.\ns (Pima ), reference to 35

Patrick, II. R., on ancient irrigation ditches. 114

Patties, the, reference to 62

Peabody Museum, IIa^^a^d University,

reference to 119

Pectunculus shell, ornaments of 143-144

Pelote, Nahuatlgame 94

Pendants, stone (Casa Grande) 131

Penn.icook language, classification of 290

Penob-scot langu.^ge—
description 2S0-281,

2S2-283, 284, 285, 2S7, 289, 209
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Pat'c

Penobscot language—rontiniied.
examples in comparison with

—

Abnaki 239

Algonkin 267

Crec 238,267,269,279

Delaware 267,269,279

Eastern Algonqiiian 269

Fox 239

Kickapoo 267

Malecite 269,279

Menominee 238, 267

Montagnais 267,279

Ojibwa 238, 267, 269, 279

Ottawa 267

Passamaquoddy ' 239,267

Peoria 239, 267, 269

Sauk 267

Shawnee 239, 267

indieative mode 269

Penobscot tribe, reference to 290

Peoria language—
certain forms in 239

conjunctive mode. 234,245,260,265,268,279,288

consonantic clusters 283

description 261-262, 265-269, 270-272

examples in comparison with

—

Abnaki 238, 239, 283, 284

Algonkin 233, 250,

251 , 259, 260, 261 , 265, 267, 268, 269, 273

Cheyenne 233,234

Cl«c 238,

239,243,244,245,247,251,252,256,257,261,

262, 265, 267, 269, 274, 278, 279, 283, 284, 288

Cree-Montagnais 259

Delaware 238, 239,

256, 257, 261, 265, 267, 268, 275, 277, 279, 284

Eastern Algonquian 257, 269

Fox 23S,

239, 244, 345, 251 , 256, 257, 259, 260, 261 , 262

,

265, 267, 269, 274, 275, 278, 279, 283, 2S4, 288

Kickapoo 259,267

Menominee 238,244,

250, 251 , 257, 259, 261 , 262, 265, 267, 279, 283

Micmac 238, 256, 260, 279, 284, 288

Montagnais 278, 279

Moose Crce 262

Natick 233

,

238, 239, 250, 251, 265, 273, 274, 279

Ojibwa 238,

239, 244, 247, 250, 251, 256, 257, 259, 261

,

262, 267, 269, 274, 275, 278, 279, 283, 284

Ottawa 250,

251, 252, 259, 260, 261, 262, 265, 267, 268, 269

Passamaquoddy 239, 267, 273, 277, 283

Penobscot 23S, 2S3

Potawatomi 259,262,265,268,269

Sauk 259, 267, 2as

Shawnee . . 238, 239, 256, 257, 259, 261,262, 265,

267, 269, 273, 274, 277, 278, 279, 283, 284

Stoekbridge ; 238, 284

Independent mode 259,265,269

indicative mode 259, 273

participial mode 245

subjunct ive mode 245, 260, 265, 268, 269

relationships 233, 238, 289, 2E0b

Personal pronouns (Arapaho) 236

Pestles fCasa Grande) 128

20903°—28 ETH—12 20

Page
Petter, Rodolphe—

on certain Cheyenne terminations 233

on relationship between Cheyenne and
Natick 234

reference to 226

Phoenix, Ariz., references to 33,

34,51,55,114,116,218
PiBA Clan of Chevlon, reference to 139

Pichacho Mountain, references to 36,204

PiCTOGRAPHS—
Apache 197, 201

at or near Casa Grande 148-149

at Yampai Spring 209

in Walnut Valley 206, 214

near Frog Tanks 216

near mouth of Black's Canyon 197

near Palatki 197

near Prescott 215

I*IEGAN language—
consonantic clusters 231 , 284

description 229-232, 290a

examples in comparison with—
Cheyenne 274

Eastern .\lgonquian 261 , 288-289

Fox 256, 261

Natick 274

Shawnee 256. 261

inanimate plural of nouns 274

independent mode 259

pronunciation 226

relationships 229.234.259,288-289

PlEG.AN TRIBE—
linguistic investigations among 225

union of band with .Vrapaho 235

Pigments (Casa Grande), description of 101,

126-127,130

Pima—
ancient culture 62

as workmen at Casa Grande 37

attitude toward pietographs 149

ball game 147

basketry 147

dwellings 39,97, 113, 154, 155, 156
face painting 145

fear of Casa Grande ruin 34

kicking-bali game 94

lava rings used by 130

legends 35-36, 42-52, 61-62, 63-64, 65

mortuary customs 109. 117, lis

names for Casa Grande 33

on use of wooden implements 146

origin 71, 152, 153, 154

pottery 141. 147

quartz crystals used by 130

references to 54,57.58.70.115

relationships 71, 217

Russell's monograph on 42

sleeping mats 99

stone implements 123

swastika among 139,140

See aim Southern Pima.

PiMERfA. reference to 56

Pinal LeSas. reference to 217

PiNCKLEY COLLECTION from Casa Grande 120

PiNCKLEY. Frank, resident custodian of Casa
Grande 34,37,86

Pine, used at Casa Grande 146
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Page
Pipes (Casa GRANnu). description of 135-136

I'lT-RooMS (Casa Gbande), reference to 101

See aho Sul>terraneiin rooms.

Plains tribes, material relatinj; to 15

Planting sticks (Casa Grande) 140

Plazas (Casa Grande), description of.. 93-94,

100-101

Plumed serpent—
Hopi cult of 142

symbolism (Casa (irande) 113, 141-142

Plummet, specimen found at Casa Grande. . 125

Popes Creek, Md., collection from 21

Porto Rico aborigines, article on 13

Poso Verde, in Pima legend 4S

Possessive proxovx—
Arapaho 235

Fox 256

PosToN Butte, reference to 114

PosTON, Col. C. D., reference to 149

Potawatomi language—
description 261-262, 265-269

examples in comparison with

—

Algonkin 259, 262, 271

Central Algonquian 245

Cree 245 , 262

Cree-Montagnais 259

Fox 259, 262

Kickapoo 259

Menominee 259, 262

Natick 271

Ojibwa 245,259,262,271

Ottawa 259, 262, 271

Peoria 259, 262, 271

Sauk 259

Shawnee 259,262

relationships 23S, 2S9, 290a

Potawatomi tribe—
habitat 290

linguistic investigations among 225

Potentul subjunctive mode (Fox) 259

Pottery—
ancient Pima 62

Casa Grande

—

Bandelier's reference to 70

decoration 133, 134, 137-142

paddles used in manufacture 146-147

reference to 68

specialized forms 133-137

Gi!a-Salt region 156

Little Colorado ruins 134, 137-141

Marx's ranch niin 213-214

Sikyatki 134, 137, 139-141

Southwestern and Mexican areas, com-

pared 137-142, 158-159

Walnut Creek region 220

Powell, Maj. J. W., on ancient people of

Upper Verde-Walnut Creek region 186

Prescott, Ariz.—

references to 202, 204. 215

ruins near 218

Prescott National Forest. Ariz 211

Prescott, Wm. H., cited as to Casa Grande. . 53

Preservation of Casa Grande ruin, .\riz... 17,18

Preterite—
in ban - 269

in p and panne 27(J

in pan — 287

Pago
Prince Edward Island, reference to 290

Prince, Prof, .T. Dyneley—
acknowledgment to 225

forms cited by 239

on certain Algonquian relationships 289

Penobscot consonantic clusters 280, 282

reference to 275

Problematical implements (Casa

Cirande) 125, 129

Pronominal ELEMENTs,ol;jective( -Vrapaho). 237

Pronominal forms of verb, reference to 226

Pronouns, Eastern-Central Algonquian.. 237,238

Pronunciation of Algonquian languages. . 226-228

Pseudo-clusters (Cheyenne) 233

Publications of Bureau, description of. 17,19-20

Pueblo, term defined 189

Pueblo Creek—
origin of name 207, 210

reference to 209

Pueblos i buildings)—

architecture of 156, 156-157, 187

associated with cavate lodges 188-189

not foimd west of upper Verde 220

relation to compounds 150-160

Pueblos (INDUNS)

—

adobe construction used by 80

animal fetishes among 122

divisions 189

pigments used by 130

pottery 141

quartz crystals used by 130

rattles used by 145

reference to 33

relationship 220

Pueblos op Rio Grande, reference to 219

Pueblo Viejo Valley, reference to 118, 141

Quah^vtika—
basketry 140

mescal pits 116

origin .' 153

pottery ". 140

reference to 112

Quartz crystals, used by Southwestern

tribes 130

QuiGY'UMA, reference to 20D

QuiJOTOAC, reference to 140

Radin, Dr. Paul, on Ojibwa dialect 290a

Rain ceremonies (Casa Grande) 113

Rain gods, in Pima legend 42, 47

R.\IN-MAN, in Pima legend 47-48

Rand—
on Micmac form 2.84

work by, cited 238

Rasles, reference to 23,8

Rattlesnakes at Casa Grande 34

Ray, Thomas, work of 37

Red Rocks, clifl-houses of the 151,194-197

REFUSE-iiE.tPs (Casa Grande) 92,111

Relath-e mode (Delaware) 279

Reugion of ancients, references to 47,

48,116,117,118

See also Idols, Magic, Plumed serpent.

Reptiles, idols in form of (Cii*a Grande).. 121,122

Researches, ethnologic, summarized 9-17
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Page
RESEnVOIRS—

Casn Grande 70,111-113

( ; ila-Salt region 115

RiBAS, Father, on Southern Pima 70-71,152

Rio Altar, reference to 56

Rio Bavispe, reference to 56

Rio C.raxde region—
caves 1S8

(lerivalion of pueblos 151

early inhabitants , 151,218

pottery 139,140

Pueblos 219

Rio San Pedro, reference to 54

Rio Santa Crvz, reference to 54

Rio SoNORA, reference to 54

Road-runner, the, in Pima legend 47

Robber's Roost Cave, reference to 196

Roofs (Ca.sa Gr.4Nde)—
modern protective covering 72

original » 142

Rooms (Casa Grande), description of 74-79,

82, 89-92, 97-99, 106-109

Roosevelt Dam , reference to 51

RovTES to Casa Grande, description of. .. 34-37

Rubbing stones (Casa Grande) 127

Rlt)0 Ensayo, description of Casa Grande.. 56-57

Rupert's House Cree—
character . 247

form from 248

pronunciation 227

S€e also Montagnais.

Russell, Dr. Fr.4nk—
monograph on Pima 42

on lava rings ( Pima) 130

on metates 126

on Pima legends as to their origin 155

on word siba 46

references to 45, 118

Ruxton, George Frederic, cited as to Casa

Grande 53

Sacaton, references to 45, 149

Saguaro, in Pima legend 44, 52, 61

Sala Hina. Pima potter 140

Salt River Vallet—
ancient migration route 157

antiquities 17, 119

figurines of quadrupeds from 135

legendary home of Pima 51

references to 35,55,147

See also Gila-Salt region.

San Bernardino Mountains, in Pima
legend 47

Sandstorms, elTect of, at Casa Grande 42

Sasforti's Mill, Ariz., description of 34-35

San Jost.minat 118

San Juan Capistrano de Uturituc, refer-

ence to 37

San Juan region—
pottery from 138, 140

ruins 151, 194

S.\N Pedro Valley, references to.. 54,118,121,220

Santa Cat.^una Mountains, references to. 48,112

Santa Clara Pueblo, researches in 11

Santa Cruz, upper, pottery from 137

San Xa\ter del Bac, reference to 54

Page
Sapir, Dr. Ed'ward—

.\bnaki forms from 2S6

acknowledgment to 225

examples of Montagnais from 248

on Delaware and Ojibwa dialects . . . 290a, 290b

on Malecite form 2.S7

on Rupert's House Cree and Mon-

tagnais 247

references to .' 228, 238, 239, 278, 290

work of 15

Sauk language—
certain forms in 239

description 252-255, 258-261

examples in comparison with

—

Cree, Micmac 288

Eastern-Central Algonquian 237

Fox. Peoria 272,2S8

Kickapoo, Menominee, Ojibwa,

Shawnee 272

independent mode 289

noun endings '. 272

pronunciation 227

relationships 238, 244, 289

See also Fox, Kickapoo.

Sauk tribe—
habitat 290

linguistic investigations among 225

Sault Ste. Marie, reference to 290

Savedra, cited as to several tribes 216, 217

Scaticook language, reference to 279

Scrapers, stone (Casa Grande) 132

Searles, Stanley, work of 19

Sedelmair, Father Jacob, visit to Casa

Grande 56

Seeds found at Casa Grande 150

Seligman, Ariz., reference to 1.S6

Seranos. See Cuabajai.

Shawnee Indians, linguistic investigations

among 225

Shawnee language—
certain forms in 239

conjunctive mode 234, 255, 265, 271, 272, 279

consonantic clusters 283

description 255-258

examples in comparison with

—

Abnaki 238,239,283,284

Algonkin 243, 244,

252. 259, 261, 262, 265. 267, 271-272, 273

Cheyenne 234

Cree 23S, 239, 243, 244, 245, 252, 261, 262,

265. 267, 269, 271, 272, 274, 279, 283. 284,286

Cree-Montagnais 259, '287

Delaware 238. 239, 2*!. 244,261, 265,

267. 270. 274, 277. 278. 279-280. 283. 287, 288

Eastern Algonquian... 261,269,270,287,288

Eastern-Central Algonquian 237

Fox 238,239,245,252,

258, 259, 261 , 262. 265. 267. 269, 270, 271,

272, 274, 279-280, 28:i, 284. 286, 287, 288

Kickapoo 267, 272

Menominee 238, 239, 243. 244,

259.261, 262, -267, 270. 272,279,283, 284

Micmac 238,272,279,284,288

Minsi 239,274

Montagnais 267

Natick 238, 239, 243, 244, 265, 273, 274
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Shawnee language—Continued.
examples in comparison witli—Contd.

Ojibwa 238, 239,243, 244,

245, 258, 259, 261, 282, 265, 267, 268, 269, 270'

271 , 272, 274, 277, 278, 279, 283, 284, 286. 287

Ottawa 259, 261, 262, 265. 267, 271

Passamaquoddy 239, 243,

258,259,267,273,277,278,283,284,286,287

Penobscot 238, 267, 283, 284

Peoria. . . . 238, 239, 2.52, 259, 261 , 262,265, 267,

269, 270, 271. 272, 273, 274, 277, 279, 283, 284

Piegan 261

Potawatomi 239, 262

Saulf 267, 271, 272

Stock-bridge 238, 284

Turtle Mountain (Ojibwa dialect) ... 239

independent mode 254, 268, 286, 289

indicative mode 273

noun endings 272

participial mode 245, 265, 271

pronunciation 227

relat ionships . 231, 238, 244, 258. 280, 288-290, 290a

subjunctive mode 255, 260, 265, 269

Shell Objects (Casa Grande), description

of 143-145

SrawiNA, SmwoNA, native name of Zuni
country 46

Shongopovi, pottery of 141

Shock's kanch—
reference to 210

ruins near 211-213

Shovels (Casa Grande)—
stone 131-132

wooden 115,146

Shrines (Casa Grande)—
description 101

objects foimd in 98,101,121.135,142-143

reference to 98

SuLiM CIvanavaaki, Pima name for Casa

Grande 33

Sl\um Tcutuk. See Morning Green.

Siba, signiticance of term 46

Sierra Madre, Mexico, cliff-houses in. . . 151

SiKSiKA, Algonquian major linguistic divi-

sion 229

See also Blackfoot.

SiKYATKI—
mortuary customs 117,118

pottery from 134, 156, 158-1.59

See also Tusayan.

SitgreaVEs, L. , references to 186, 207

Si-VA-No, King, legendary Pima chief..; 45,62

Sec also Ci-Vil-no.

Skinner, cited as to Cree 247,248

Slabs (Casa Grande), description of

—

clay 136

stone 123,126,129

Smith, Buckingham, references to 65,56

Smoke SIGNALING, reference to 207

Smoothtown, Delaware dialect 290b

Snake clan, Ilopi, reference to 159

Snake priests of \Valpi, reference to 145

Snake, the, in Pima flood legend 50

Snipe, the, in Pima creation legend 49

SouAiPURI, references to 54.58

S0'h5, legendary Pimachief 44-45, 61-62

SoNoRA, Mexico, references to 54, 70

46

136

20

Page
Southern Pima, references to 70,152

Spanish explorers, early, reference to 186

Spanish m!s.sionaries, efforts to reach Hopi. 207

Spear-points (Casa Grande), reference to 130

Speck, Dr. I'rank G.—
acknowledgment to 290

material of 275

Spider, the, in Pima legenil

Spindle whorls (Casa Grande), description

of

Sqiher, E. G.—
cited as to Casa Grande

work by, cited

St. Anne de Restigouche, Micmac dia-

lect at

Stevenson, Mrs. M. C.—
collections made by ^

work of 10-11

STOCKBRIDGE LANGUAGE—
examples from 238, 284

notes on 290

Stone implements. See Implements.

Storm-cloud, the, in Pima legend 43,60

Sturavrik CfVANAVAAKi, legendary Pima
settlement 51

SUAMCA Mission, reference to 56

SuBAiPURIs. See Sobaipuri.

Subjunctive mode (Algonquian)—

Cree 246-247, 248, 265, 269, 271

Delaware 246, 260, 265, 268, 275-279

Eastern-Central Algonquian 237-238

East Main Cree 269

Fort Totten Cree 241-242, 243-247, 252

Fox 24S, 254, 259, 260, 285, 269, 272, 274, 288

Menominee 246, 251-252, 269

Micmac 245, 269

Montagnais 248, 260

Natick 234, 260, 263

Ojibwa. 245, 246, 259, 260, 262-263, 266, 267, 268-269

Ottawa 246, 260, 266, 268, 269

Peoria 245, 260, 265, 268, 269, 270, 271

Potawatomi •. 268

Shawnee 255, 260, 265, 269

See also Supposi tive.

Subjunctive - participial mode (Algon-

quian)—

Cree 239, 240, 245

Fox, Ojibwa 245

Subterranean rooms, Casa Grande . 40, 97. 101 , 102

SuNWORSHip, references to 47, 48, 116

Superstition Mountains—
in Pima legend 43-44,50,52

reference to 35-36

"Suppositif" of the "subjonctif"—

Montagnais 24S, 260

references to 241, 246, 252

SuPPOsiTrvE mode (Algonquian)—

Natick 234, 259, 272-274

several Algonquian languages 273

See also Subjunctive.

SuT-UO language, reference to 234

Sw.\nton, Dr. John K.—
reference to 226

work of 12-13,22

Swastika, on pottery 139-140

Sycamore Basin, reference to 200

Sycamore C.vnvon, niins in 195, 199-200

Sycamore Creek, references to 194,201
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Tablets, STONE (Casa Grande) 125

Takelma language, data on 15

Talliguamavs, reference to 209

Tanoan clans, reference to 158

Taos Pueblo, N. Mex.—
collection from 20

researches in 10, 11

TCACCA , Pima name for Pichacho Mountain . . 36

TCAMAHIA clans (liopi), reference to 159-160

Tcernatsing, legendary Pima chief 4.5-46

TcuHU, in Pima legend 4S-49, 50, 51 ,
52

TcuHUKi, description of 101,149

TcuRiKV.iAKi, rain near Adamsville, Ariz. . . 35

TcuwuT Marka. See Earth Doctor.

Tempe, Ariz., references to 51,55,116

Ternaux-Compans, work by, cited 58

Tewa, pottery of HI, 159

Texan tribes, history of 16-17

Tex.is (HasInai), description of 17

Thin Le.\ther, Pima informant 34,44,45.46

Thom.vs, Dr. Cyrus—
reference to 226

work of 11-12

Thumb Butte, Ariz., pictographs near 215

Thunder, in Pima legend 47

Tigua, reference to 159

Tims, J. W., on certain Piegan forms 231-232

TiPONi, reference to 49

Tobacco Clan of Chevlon, reference to 139

Tobacco, native, found at Ca«a Grande... 143

ToHousE.in Pima legend 49,50,51

Tor A, legendary Pima game 46

Tok6nabi, reference to 159

Tom bstone, .\riz. , reference to 54

ToNTO,in Pima legend 51-52

ToNTo Basin—
" magic tablet" recorded from 122

pottery I'M

reference to 51

ToNTO RrvER, ancient migration route. 153,158,218

TONTOS—
description 216

reference to 51

ToTONTEAC, derivation of term 51

ToWA QUAATAM OCHSE, legendary Pima

magician 51

Trapitions connected with Casa Grande 42-52

Trinchera—
comparison with " fort" 187, 218

construction rare in Pueblo region 220

Trumbull, J. H.—
Natick Dictionary of, cited 275

Natick forms from 272

Tripiakwe, home of 220

TUBAC, reference to 57

TuBUTAMA UIS.SI0N, reference to 56

Tucson, Ari7. , references to 34, .54. 65

Tunica, researches among 12

Turkey Creek, explanation as to name— 207

TtTRQUOISE—

in Pima legend 46-47

in shell work 144

mosaic work in 131

TURTLE Mountain Chippewa, linguistic in-

vestigations among 225

"Turtle Mountain Ojibwa dlalect, refer-

ence to 239

Page
TusAyan, pottery from 137, 139

See aho Sikyatki.

TUSAYAN Indlans, reference to 79

TuscAROEA Reservation (Ontario), re-

searches on 15

TUTELO language, data on 15

Uhlenbeck, C. C—
on certain Piegan forms 231-232

reference to 226

Unalachtigo dialect, references to. . 275, 290, 290a

Unami dlalect, references to 275,290,290a

Untver.sity OF Caufornia, archeologic ex-

plorations by IS

Upham, E. p., specimens from Casa Grande

listed by 161

Utah, clifl-dwellings of 151

Utukituc, old Pima settlement 37, 43

Vaaki, Pima name for Casa Grande 33

Vegetation about Casa Grande 36

Verbal COMPOL'NDS, Northern Blackfoot— 231

Verbal forms—
Arapaho 235

Micmac 280

^'ERDE Valley—
ancient migration route 153,158,218

antiquities of, memoir on 22

early inhabitants 216-219

pottery 140

ruins 151,187,219-220

Vl-pi-sET, designation of ancestors of Pima. . . 71

Vowel.s ( Algonquian), elimination of 284

Wadswoeth, Cal., reference to 47

Walapai, ancestors of 185, 216, 220

Walker, J. D.—
Pima legend from 45

reference to 71

Walker's Butte, reference to 36

Walls of Casa Grande, constmction of 80-81,

82, 83-84, 95-96, 97, 102, 106-107, 1 16

Walnut Creek region—
absence of large "compounds" 218

early inhabitants 206,210-219

habitations of aborigines 209

irrigation works 214

pictographs 214, 216

pottery 220

ruins-

age of 219-220

description 187
,
209

histo/y 206-211

references to 32, 194, 195, 216

Walpi, Hopi settlement, references to 35,

48,142,1.59-160

Walther, Heney, work of 21

Weaver, Paul, reference to 62, 149

Western clan-houses, Casa Grande 112

Wheelee Survey eepoets, reference to.. 1S6

Whipple, Ewbank, and Turner, on early

inhabitants of Arizona 216-217

Whipple, Lieut. A. W.—
Aztec Pass fort mentioned by 210

on Wabiut Creek Valley 206-209
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White Feather, ancient Pima chief. . 3.'-3('>, 50, 51

White Mountains, in Pima legend 52

Williamson Valley, Ariz.—

rerercnces to 204, 207

niins 216

Wind, in Pima legend 43,60

Wind gods, reference to 42

Wind-man, in Pima legend 47-48

Windmill ranch, reference to 195

WiNSHjp, cited as to Coronado expedition 53

WiNSLow, .Vriz., reference to 218

WissLER, on linguistic differences among Al-

gonquian triljes 229

Woman of Hard Substance, legendary

Hopi being SI

Women—
as basket makers 147

as potters 141

Wooden implements (Casa Grande), de-

scription of 14IJ-147

Woodpecker, the, in Pima flood legend 50

WuKKAKOTK, in Pima flood legend 51

Wyoming, archeologic explorations in 18

Page
Yabipais, Yampais. See Yavapai.

Yampai Spring, pictographs at 209

Yaqui River, reference to 56

Yavapai—
ancestors of 185,216

references to 58, 207

Yavapai County, Ariz., reference to 186

Yaya, Hopl fire priests, 47

Yuma—
in Pima flood legend 51

relationship 220

YUMAN stock, cremation practised by 220

Zeisberger—
on Delaware language 275, 279, 290a, 290b

reference to 228

ZuRl—
absence of cremation 117

dwellings 150, 219

early inhabitants 154, 159,218

pottery 159

references to 46. G2, 220

researches in 11


